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Abstract

The presented thesis is aimed on identification and description of basic principles related to radar 
signal  detection,  reception,  and processing with special  focus  on ADS–B system signals,  using 
Mode  S  extended  squitter  format.  The  reception  of  such  signals  is  analyzed  here  for  difficult 
propagation environment, typical for airport area, where signal blockage and multipath propagation 
occurs due to presence terrain and manmade obstacles and structures. The impact to airplanes and 
vehicles  position  determination  is  presented  in  the  document,  either  by  affecting  detection  and 
decoding of position message data or by increase of TDoA solution error in multilateration systems. 
The analysis of the TdoA based multilateration position computation is provided with thecomputed 
Cramer-Rao lower bound for arbitrary 3D positions of stations. There is proposed an enhancement 
of ADS–B system performance using second order correlation detector and radio channel modeling 
with use of radio channel equalization. The proposed methods are supported by simulations and 
results of application on real measured ADS–B data.

Keywords: ADS–B; Mode S; multipath propagation; signal detection; equalization; radio channel 
model

Anotace

Předkládaná práce  se  zaměřuje  na  stanovení  a  popis  základních  principů  detekce,  příjmu  a 
zpracování  radarových signálů se zvláštním zaměřením na signály systému ADS-B vysílané ve 
formátu Mode S extended squitter. Příjem takových signálů je zde analyzován pro případ šíření ve 
složitém prostředí typickém pro pozemní plochy letiště. Pro toto prostředí jsou běžné jevy jako 
blokování  přímé  cesty  signálu  nebo  mnohacestné  šíření  signálu  způsobené  terénem  nebo 
překážkami a strukturami. Ve studii je uveden jejich vliv na určení polohy letadel a vozidel, a to 
jako zhoršení možnosti detekce a dekódování dat polohové zprávy nebo jako zvýšení chyby řešení 
hyperbolické navigační úlohy pro multilateraci. Je provedena anlaýza způsobu určení polohy při 
řešení TDoA úlohy a vypočtena Cramer-Raova dolní mez pro obecný počet stanic v trojrozměrném 
prostoru. V práci je předložen návrh zlepšení parametrů ADS–B systému použitím detekce založené 
na  korelaci  druhého  řádu  a  modelování  a  ekvalizace  rádiového  kanálu.  Navržené  metody  jsou 
podpořeny simulacemi a výsledky získanými aplikací na měřeních reálných ADS–B signálů.

Klíčová slova: ADS–B; Mode S;mnohacestné šíření; detekce signálu; ekvalizace; model rádiového 
kanálu
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1 Introduction
As global  transport  increases  both in  personal  and cargo sectors,  the rapid growth of  air 
transport  is  its  integral  part.  According  to  EUROCONTROL  prognosis  [1] for  ESRA 
(EUROCONTROL Statistical Reference Area) the growth of global air traffic between 2013 
and 2035 will increase by factor 1.8 which will lead to more than 17 million of IFR flights in 
2035  throughout  the  Europe.  The  similar  numbers  (approx.  doubled  amount  of  travelers 
between 2014 and 2034) are presented by IATA for world passengers’ air traffic [2].

The natural traffic bottleneck is then close vicinity to airport and its ground area (runways, 
taxiways, apron). The density of the traffic is further increased by presence and movements of 
supporting vehicles  (“follow-me” cars,  passenger  buses,  fuel  and maintenance cars,  cargo 
operation vehicles, emergency and rescue units, etc.). Such situation brings new challenges to 
air traffic control operations and supporting systems.

The key task for ATC is to ensure a safe spacing between aircrafts and vehicles in aerodrome 
movement area (usually stated by the term airport airside area) and to avoid or significantly 
reduce amount of incidents that can in such area occur. The complications for such task can 
include the increasing number of operations that are made under low visibility conditions, the 
already mentioned growth of traffic, and complex layout of modern airports.

General movement and operations at  an airport  airside area rely on air  traffic controllers, 
pilots, and drivers using visual-based observations to evaluate the mutual positions of aircraft 
and  vehicles.  Pilots  and  vehicle  drivers  further  use  visual  aids  provided  by  airport 
infrastructure (light systems, markings, and signs) to guide them along their assigned routes 
and to identify intersections and holding positions. In case of low visibility conditions the air 
traffic controllers rely on pilot’s and driver’s reports and data from surface movement radar to 
monitor moving objects positions and spacing to identify and avoid potential conflicts. The 
efficiency of the operation under such low visibility conditions is decreasing and thus the 
capacity of the airport is lowered as well.

The airport  infrastructure that  helps  to  plan and realize movements  on the surface of  the 
aerodrome is called Surface Movement Guidance and Control System (SMGCS). It consists 
of guidelines, signs, taxiway lines, and stop bars providing guidance to aircrafts and vehicles 
for all airside area of the airport. The plan of movements is then controlled by orders of ATC. 
The augmentation of surveillance information for low visibility conditions is ensured usually 
by surface movement radar (SMR). This system is based on primary radar principle in X to 
Ka frequency bands (i.e. 10-40 GHz) and provides an image of the airport area with typical 
refresh rate of 1 second. The primary radar operation principle however does not provide joint 
identification of imaged object and its performance is still  affected by signal transmission 
environment (terrain, obstacles, interference, multipath propagation).
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These described aids and systems are called non-cooperative surveillance systems because 
their operation does not require special equipment on board of an aircraft or a vehicle. They 
are at present airports combined with cooperative surveillance system that collect information 
about  the  aircraft  of  vehicle  from an  active  element  of  the  transponder  equipment.  This 
technique  allows  collecting  more  moving  object  parameters  than  the  non-cooperative 
surveillance, for instance the aircraft or vehicle identity. The typical representatives of such 
cooperative  system  are  a  secondary  surveillance  sadar  (SSR)  in  Modes  A/C/S  or  its 
modification, ADS-B system. The combination is then called Advanced Surface Movement 
Guidance and Control System (A-SMGCS) and is more and more often installed at present 
airports.  The  ADS-B  system  seems  to  be  now  the  most  prospective  technology  for 
surveillance and ATC purposes and is planned to be fully implemented in the civil aviation 
sector at last in the 2020 [3], [4].

Such advanced systems enable to increase efficiency in traffic surveillance and control and 
thus  enhance  the  capacity  of  airport  or  maintain  current  capacity  under  low  visibility 
conditions. Although the benefits are significant,  the performance of these systems is still 
affected by signal propagation and reception difficulties due to interference and environment 
impacts. The research of the methods that can bring an improvement to the quality of service 
these systems can provide in the difficult environment is in the focus of many present research 
activities and is the task that works this thesis as well.

1.1 Scope of the thesis
Since the ADS–B signal can be used for position determination in air traffic management in 
several ways, the information oriented way, using the ADS–B message content, and the radio 
signal way, using the ADS–B signal as a pattern for surveillance methods, the aim of the 
thesis is to analyze and determine the mean influences on the ADS–B signal from both points 
of view with focusing on the environment, typical for airport area and its close vicinity. The 
content  of  the  thesis  should  propose  a  approach,  how  to  positively  influence  the  signal 
processing to improve performance of ADS–B signal use. The main work is focused on ADS–
B signal detection and processing in a difficult environment.

1.2 Contributions
The contributions I have made in the frame of this thesis can be summarized to following 
points:

• In the section concerning the use of ADS–B signal for multilateration based of time 
difference of arrival (TDoA), I  have calculated Cramer-Rao lower bound extended 
from standard published 2D case to the full 3D case for arbitrary number of stations 
and  arbitrary  location  of   the  stations.  The  values  were  then  demonstrated  by 
simulations for selected constellations.
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• In the section  concerning detection  of  ADS–B signal  I  have  proposed a  detection 
solution based on second order correlation between received signal and the replica and 
compared  its  performance  with  conventional  detectors  used  in  radar  based  on 
integration  or  matched  filter.  The  proposed  detector  has  shown  better  or  at  least 
comparable performance to the matched filter and provided successful detection and 
determination  of  signal  relative  delay  in  simulated  channel  with  multipath 
propagation.

• In the section concerning ADS–B channel estimation and equalization I have applied 
the  equalization  algorithm  on  the  signal  received  through  difficult  environment, 
mainly characteristic by multipath propagation and verified this approach, known from 
communication  systems but  not  commonly  applied  to  the  ADS–B signal,  both  on 
simulated and real data.

1.3 Other activities related to the theme of the thesis
During the  work  on the  thesis,  I  have  participated  on  several  research  project  that  were 
coherent with the thesis topic or related to the principles the thesis discusses about. The most 
significant activities were as follows

• In the frame of the project TA01030722 “ADS-B/TIS-B” of The Technological agency 
of  the  Czech  Republic  I  have  participated  on  the  measurement  campaign  for 
estimation of parameters for ADS–B channel parameters at the Prague Vaclav Havel 
airport and worked on processing of measured data with estimation of channel impulse 
response [5].

• In  the  frame  of  the  research  project  of  EC  (European  Commission) 
CZ.02.1.01/0.0/0.0/15_003/0000481 “Center of Cosmic Rays and Radiation Events in  
the Atmosphere” I have participated on the design, development, and signal processing 
of specialized software receiver in the frequency band 1–2 GHz for the registration 
and evaluation of interference caused by solar radio bursts in the operation band of 
Mode S radar and global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) [6].

• In the frame of the project of Ministry of Interior of CR VI20172019090 “Strategic 
infrastructure protective system detecting illegal acts affecting GNSS signals” I have 
participated  on  the  design  of  positioning  algorithms for  localization  of  interfering 
radio source.

1.4 Outline of the thesis
The  thesis  is  separated  to  several  thematic  chapters.  Each  chapter  includes  in  text  an 
information about current state of art together with references to the relevant literature.
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The Chapter 2 describes the approaches used for position determination and surveillance used 
in the air transportation with focus on radar and more closely, on secondary surveillance radar.

The Chapter 3 informs in detail  about the subclass of secondary surveillance radar services, 
the  Automatic  Dependent  Surveillance–Broadcast  (ADS–B),  a  main  object  of  the  thesis. 
There is described a message format and content and definition of signal in space.

The Chapter 4 provides an overview about the methods that are generally used for position 
determination. The principle of each method is provided together with current state of art.

The  Chapter  5  describes  the  multilateration  concept,  at  present  popular  method  of 
determination of position based on time difference of arrival. The more detailed description of 
the method is  provided together  with the calculations of Cramer-Rao bound for TDoA, a 
theoretical  limit  that  can  be  reached  with  optimal  system.  The  impact  of  the  stations 
constellation  is  discussed  in  this  chapter  as  well  with  provision  of  dilution  of  position 
parameter. Then the several approaches for TDoA position solution task are presented, both 
iteration based and direct solution and their benefits and drawbacks are discussed.

In  the  Chapter  6  are  presented  main  approaches  to  the  radio  channel  description  and 
modeling,  the  models  based  on  statistical  parameters  and  theoretical  calculations  are 
summarized with the intent of provision of base information about channel models that will 
be used for signal detection and estimation operations in following chapters.

The Chapter 7 is focused on mechanisms related to the ADS–B signal detection and decoding. 
The  general  approach  to  decoding  of  radio  signal  is  introduced  and  the  typical  detector 
solutions  are  provided based on current  state  of art.  The other  kind of  detector  based on 
second order of correlation is proposed here and its performance is compared with previously 
provided  detectors.  The  main  intent  is  dedicated  to  the  environment  with  multipath 
propagation which is typical for area with obstacles and can occur at the airport.

The Chapter  8 presents the methods of  channel  estimation and equalization,  provides the 
typical  solution  for  wide  sense  uncorrelated  scattering  channel  model  with  derivation  of 
equalizer solution and performance metric. The chosen equalization algorithm is evaluated on 
simulated  data  related  to  signal  in  environment  typical  with  multipath  propagation.  The 
evaluated  algorithm  is  then  tested  on  real  ADS–B  data  and  compared  with  third  party 
solutions.

The Conclusions and Outlook chapter summarizes achieved results and provides a discussion 
about possible ways to further development af activities in the investigated research area.
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2 Position determination in air transportation

2.1 The secondary surveillance radar
The necessity to reduce ambiguity in tracked airborne targets bring the call for enhancement 
of  classical  primary  radar  technology.  The preliminary  trials  came already in the  time of 
Second World War with the introducing system of identification “Friend or Foe”[7]. Such 
enhancement  in  identification  was  valuable  also  in  the  following  progress  of  civilian  air 
transport  and  the  air  traffic  control  connected  with  it.   The  answer  was  secondary  radar 
bringing the change in operation principle from plain echolocation to work with cooperative 
targets [8]. In this chapter, the brief description of such system will be provided as it forms a 
structural background to the signals processed in the thesis.

The  secondary  surveillance  radar  (SSR)  is  a  ground  based  position  determination  and 
surveillance system working on principle of two-way communication with cooperating target 
(airplane, vehicle, stationary station).

It  consists  of  two  basic  elements:  the  ground  station  that  executes  uplink  interrogations 
(questioning) to the targets in operation range of system and the downlink replying targets 
equipped with proper responding devices (transponders). The targets generate replies as an 
reaction to interrogation in predefined manner, varying according to the mode of operation 
and capability of the on-board transponder. The interrogations and the replies are transmitted 
on  separate  frequencies,  1030  MHz (uplink)  and  1090  MHz (downlink),  respectively,  to 
reduce clutter and false targets generated by possible reflections.

Since classical SSR system uses narrow beam rotating antenna and is very often coupled with 
primary  radar  it  is  capable  to  estimate  target  distance  and  azimuth  using  standard  radar 
techniques (i.e. time of travel for sent pulse signals). The data provided by transponder reply 
then enhance information about particular target by the extents varying with used modes of 
operation. The basic modes for civilian use of SSR are A, C, S, and intermode. In case of SSR 
mode A, the transponder sends in the reply identification of the airplane, so called “squawk 
code”, in SSR mode C, the reply contains the encoded barometric altitude of the responsing 
plane. In both modes A and C, the replies come form all targets that are in the reception range 
of interrogation from the ground station. The mode S differs by format of the reply and also 
by the fact, that the target is interrogated selectively and thus only single airplane replies. 
Moreover,  the content of the reply can differ.  The intermode operation enables to request 
replies  from  combination  of  transponders  with  different  modes,  intermode  A/C  all-call 
interrogation causes replies from transponders working in mode A or mode c and suppress 
replies from Mode S transponders, intermode A/C/S provides all-call interrogation enabling 
all  the transponders to reply according its  particular modes,  so it  initiates responses from 
mode A, mode C and also from mode S transponders.
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Since the processing of the signals in this thesis is focused on the downlink frequency 1090 
MHz, the interrogation signals, their description, format, and content will be omitted and the 
description will be aimed to reply signals. Nevertheless, the description of interrogations can 
be found for example in [9].

2.1.1 Mode A/C

The interrogation in mode A or mode C emits the reply in appropriate mode. The signal in 
space format is common for both modes and is in the form of sequence of pulses as depicted 
on Figure 2.1.

The message is defined by two framing pulses, F1 and F2, that are separated by interval 20.3 
μs and  present in every reply. The data pulses in between framing pulses have common width 
of 0.45  μs with tolerance  ±0.1  μs and their positions are in increments of 1.45  μs counted 
from the first framing pulse F1 with tolerance  ±0.1  μs. Special position identification pulse 
(SPI) is transmitted only for Mode A reply and as a result of manual (pilot) selection and shall 
be spaced at an interval of 4.35 microseconds following the last framing pulse. A pulse rise 
time  shall  lay  between  0.05  and  0.1  microsecond,  a  decay  time  between  0.05  and  0.2 
microsecond and the pulse amplitude variation of one pulse with respect to any other pulse in 
a reply shall not exceed 1 dB.

The data bits then represent either four-digit octal identification of airplane for Mode A or 
encoded pressure altitude in 100 ft increments with respect to standard pressure settings as 
defined in  [9]. Since the message content is not an object of the signal processing of this 
thesis, the more detailed description can be omitted as the described signal in space acts here 
as a possible source of interference to evaluated ADS–B messages.

2.1.2 Mode S

The Mode S signals  [10] differ both by signal format and the content of the message. The 
biggest difference from the previous modes is its addressing intent because the interrogation 
addresses a particular target and only this target generates a reply.
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Each Mode S reply (Figure 2.2) starts with a preamble identifying the Mode S itself to differ 
it from Mode A/C replies as it uses same frequency. The preamble consists of four pulses with 
width of 0.5 μs each formed to two pairs. The pulses are transmitted in multiples of 0.5 μs, 
namely 1.5 μs, 3.5 μs, and 4.5 μs, counted from the beginning of the first pulse.

The message part then starts in interval 8  μs from the first pulse of the preamble. The data 
message bits are transmitted using pulse position modulation (PPM) with duration of 1 μs per 
each bit. The PPM is applied by different levels in the first and second half of bit interval. 
Data bit “0” represents low in first half and high in second half, data bit “1” is the inverse 
case.

The total signal length and the message format vary according to the type of Mode S protocol 
with three basic groups:

• surveillance message
• standard length message (SLM)
• extended length message (ELM)

The surveillance and SLM messages can exist in its short or long form (Figure 2.3). The short 
form consists from 5 bits of Downlink Format (DF) block specifying the type of reply (Table 
2.1), 27 bits of surveillance and communication control block and 24 bits of combined parity 
and unique ICAO assigned aircraft address  [11]. The long form includes another 56 bits of 
message  data  between  surveillance  and  communication  control  block  and  parity+ICAO 
address block. So total duration of the Mode S reply is 64 (short form) or 120 μs (long form) 
including 8 μs of preamble.

12
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The extended length message (ELM) is a special case of multi-frame message with DF 24 
separated to several consecutive replies with 80 bits capacity each capable to transmit the total 
size of data up to 1 280bits. Since ELM message is only reply with DF binary representation 
starting 11…, the DF header is reduced to these two bits and the remaining bits are used for 
purposes of identifying the messages sequence order (Figure 2.4).

The special kind of messages are the ones with DF 17, DF 18, and DF 19. They represent long 
form of  Mode S messages  and are called  “Extended Squitter”,  very often abbreviated  as 
1090ES. The squitting term here means that these messages are broadcast unsolicited, i.e. 
without  prior  interrogation.  They  also  represent  messages  of  ADS-B system that  will  be 
described in following chapter and whose signals will be a primary interest of this thesis.
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Figure 2.4: Mode S ELM message segment format
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Table 2.1: Types of Mode S replies according to DF field value

DF 
value

Type of message, content Format

0 Short ACAS message SLM short

4 Altitude reply to individual iterrogation (roll-call) Surveillance short

5 Identification reply to individual iterrogation (roll-call) Surveillance short

11 Identification reply to Mode S all-call interrogation Surveillance short

16 Long ACAS message SLM long

17 1090 Extended Squitter SLM long

18 1090 Extended Squitter (complementary) SLM long

19 Military Extended Squitter SLM long

20 EHS Comm-B+altitude SLM long

21 EHS Comm-B+identification SLM long

24 ELM data message ELM



3 ADS-B

The current chapter will focus on description of the the Mode S SSR replies with DF 17 and 
DF 18 belonging to messages of Automatic Dependent Surveillance–Broadcast (ADS–B) or 
Traffic Information System-Broadcast (TIS–B)  [12]. It will cover basic structure of signals 
and  data  format  and  content  with  main  interest  to  provide  time  independent  content  of 
messages. The messages use common Mode S reply structure and can be distinguished by DF 
block value, where DF 17 represents ADS–B message from Mode S equipment and DF 18 is 
a TIS–B message (from ground or airborne source) or ADS–B message from equipment that 
cannot be interrogated. The reply with DF 19 is a military version of ADS–B message. All 
these messages are broadcast automatically in regular intervals without interrogation.

3.1 ADS–B message format
The message structure respects Mode S long SLM reply with specific population of data parts 
as depicted in Figure 3.1.

The  field  DF=17  (10001  binary)  specifies  ADS-B  message  from  equipment  capable  to 
respond to standard Mode S interrogations. Its surveillance and communication control field 
consist from two parts, CA – Capability Field and AA – Address Announced. The CA field 
represented by bits 6–8 of message specifies, inter alia, level of transponder  [9] and flight 
status (airborne or on the ground).

The AA field represented by bits 9–32 of message is a specification of address of source of 
reply providing unique identification as shown in Table 3.1. It can be ICAO address assigned 
to  an  aircraft  or  vehicle  or  other  appropriate  identification  information,  e.g.  Mode  A ID 
address or arbitrary “anonymous” address.

In the similar manner, the DF=18 (10010 binary) is a specification of either ADS–B message 
from source that cannot reply to Mode S interrogation, TIS–B message or ADS–R message, 
i.e. rebroadcast of an ADS–B message obtained by other link. The determination of type of 
reply is done by content of CF field, place in the same bit position as CA field in DF 17 type 
of reply.
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Figure 3.1: ADS–B/TIS–B Message structure (DF =17, DF = 18)



It has to be mentioned that there exists also reply with the DF=19 (10011 binary) representing 
a military application of extended squitter transmission where ADS–B type message is stated 
by AF field = 0 at the bit positions of CA field in DF 17 reply.

The parity block (PI) with length 24 bits contains the parity information computed according 
to  [9], [13]. In the case of ADS–B messages the parity is not overlaid with interrogator or 
aircraft address as is made for standard Mode S replies.

The next crucial classification of nature and character of ADS–B message is the value of TC – 
Format Type Code, the first five bits of ADS–B message data body, i.e. bits 33–37. They 
specify the type of message content, fully specified in [14], briefly summarized in Table 3.2. 
The term “Baro altitude” means barometric pressure altitude, relative to a standard pressure of 
1013.25 millibars. The term “GNSS HAE” means Height Above the Ellipsoid obtained using 
GNSS navigation  equipment.  Let’s  also  note  that  each  message  type  is  transmitted  with 
appropriate rate which can be used for estimation of radio channel traffic.
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Table 3.1: ADS–B, TIS–B, ADS–R messages overview

DF
CA/
CF/
AF

AA Message type

17 0–7 24 bit ICAO address ADS–B message

18

0 24 bit ICAO address

ADS–B message
1

Anonymous  address  or  ground 
vehicle address or fixed obstacle 
address

2
24 bit ICAO address/12 bit Mode 
A code and track file number

TIS-B message
3

24 bit ICAO address/12 bit Mode 
A code and track file number

4 Management information TIS-B and ADS–R Management Messages

5 24 bit non-ICAO  Address TIS-B message

6 24 bit ICAO address
Rebroadcast of an ADS–B Message from an 
alternate data link

7 Reserved

19
0 24 bit ICAO address ADS–B message

1–7 Reserved for military applications



To estimate  average  messages  generated  by one  aircraft  per  second,  we can  assume that 
according to  are transmitters limited to 2 event-driven messages (TSS, status message, etc.) 
per  second.  Therefore,  in  case  of  airborne  target,  we can  count  with  2  airborne  position 
messages, 2 airborne velocity messages, 0.2 identification message, and 2 status and other 
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Table 3.2: ADS–B message type content and update rates

TC Message data type content
Broadcast update intervals [second]

On the ground 
(not moving)

On the ground 
(moving)

Airborne

0 Airborne Position or Surface 
Position (Baro Altitude or no 
altitude information)

4.8 – 5.2 0.4 – 0.6 0.4 – 0.6

1-4 Aircraft Identification and 
Category

9.8 – 10.2 4.8 – 5.2 4.8 – 5.2

5-8 Surface Position (no altitude 
information)

4.8 – 5.2 0.4 – 0.6 N/A

9-18 Airborne Position (Baro 
Altitude)

N/A N/A 0.4 – 0.6

19 Airborne Velocity (Difference 
between Baro Altitude‖ and 
GNSS HAE)

N/A N/A 0.4 – 0.6

20-22 Airborne Position  (GNSS 
HAE)

N/A N/A 0.4 – 0.6

23 Test Message N/A

24 Surface System Status (status of 
elements of surface surveillance 
systems, e.g. MLAT)

N/A

25-26 Reserved N/A

27 Reserved for Trajectory Change N/A

28 Extended Squitter Aircraft 
Status

0.7 – 0.9 (status change), 4.8 – 5.2 (no status change)

29 Target State and Status (TSS) N/A N/A 1.2 – 1.3

30 Reserved N/A

31 Aircraft Operational Status 4.8 – 5.2 0.7 – 0.9 
(NIC/NAC/SIL 
change), 2.4 – 

2.6 (no change)

0.7 – 0.9 (TSS not 
broadcast &  NIC/
NAC/SIL change), 

2.4 – 2.6 (other 
cases)



event-driven messages per second, which yield 6.2 messages per second for one aircraft. In 
case of ground movement, there will be combination of 2 surface position messages and 2 
event-driven  messages,  which  yields  4  messages  per  second  for  one  aircraft.  It  can  be 
considered as an upper limit,  whereas the real rate is usually lower depending on rate of 
transmission of status and event-driven messages.

3.2 ADS–B Signal in space definition and model
The current signal in space description will be source for further considerations about signal 
detection and decoding in various kinds of environment, therefore the time and frequency 
parameters will be reviewed here according to standards for the ADS–B signal. The signal is 
transmitted on the carrier frequency  fC = 1090 MHz with tolerance  ±1 MHz. It consist from 
sequence  of  pulses  representing  preamble  and  message  content  as  described  in  previous 
chapter. The pulse amplitude variations shall not exceed in emitted signal 2 dB. The pulse rise 
time shall not be less than 0.05 μs or greater than 0.1 μs and the decay time shall not be less 
than 0.05  μs or greater than 0.2  μs.  The related frequency mask for spectrum occupancy 
according to  [9] is shown in Table  3.3 where  ft represents carrier frequency of transmitted 
signal that can vary from nominal fc by tolerable deviation as described above.

The  ADS–B signal model then can be defined as

s ADS−B( t)=d (t )⋅cos(2π( f c+Δ f ) t) , (3.1)

where fc = 1090 MHz, Δf  is possible carrier frequency deviation in range ±1 MHz (restricted 
by [9] to ±3 MHz but nowadays receivers are usually working with the 1MHz tolerance), and 
d(t) the data signal

d (t)=∑
i=0

TD−1

sD (i) p(t−i⋅T p) , (3.2)
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Table 3.3: ADS-B signal spectrum level mask

Frequency deviation Relative drop of spectrum 
power level

f ≤f t+1.3 MHz 0 dB

f t+1.3< f ≤f t+7 MHz 3 dB

f t+7< f ≤f t+23 MHz 20 dB

f t+23< f ≤f t+78 MHz 40 dB

f t+78 MHz< f 60 dB



where TD = 240 (half microsecond multiple of ADS–B signal duration 120 μs), p(t) is pulse 
shape in accordance to parameters stated in this chapter according to [9] with duration of Tp, 
sD(i) is half microsecond sequence with values according to message content with respect to 
PPM data bit definition, i.e. starting 1010000101000000…. which represents four pulses of 
preamble in  8  μs interval.  The spectrum then represents  typical  form of  pulse-like signal 
spectra, as seen on Figure 3.2.

The frequency deviation brings the reminder of carrier frequency after demodulation, which 
can  be  for  complex  envelope  of  the  signal  be  represented  as  consecutive  phase  change 

component e j 2π Δ ft multiplying the original signal envelope, resulting in rotation of complex 
envelope of signal as depicted at Figure  3.3 and necessity to accommodate it in the signal 
processing algorithms.  The possible  carrier  frequency deviation  is  also usually  taken into 
account for setup of low-pass filter in the receiver to suppress an out-of-band interference.
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Figure 3.2: Power spectral density of ADS–B signal (frequency axis is depicted relative to  
carrier frequency)
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Figure 3.3: Impact of carrier frequency deviation (Δf=10f=10 kHz) to ADS–B signal complex  
envelope



4 Position determination techniques

The  airplane  position  determination  methods  described  in  Chapter  2,  are  standard 
conservative applications of a radar technology. They use, in its pure form, a single station 
providing transmission of ranging signal and also receiving and processing echoes in case of 
primary  radar  or  replies  in  case  of  secondary  radar.  Such  approach  uses  processing  of 
determined signals  excited  by  the  ground station  and it  is  not  suitable  for  processing  of 
unsolicited replies provided by ADS–B system. In this chapter, the methods, working with 
processing of the transmitted signal by a set of independent or synchronized receivers, and 
their current state of art will be summarized and described.

The position determination techniques can be classified according to the kind of information 
that is for the position algorithm used:

• direction of arrival (DoA) or angle of arrival (AoA)

• received  signal  strength  (RSS)  based  on  channel  modeling  or  location  pattern 
matching methods

• time of arrival (ToA) including round trip travel (RTT) method

• time difference of arrival (TDoA)

4.1 Direction or angle of arrival (AoA)
The DoA/AoA, also known as an angulation, is based on evaluation of an angle of incidence 
for  received signal  incoming to a  points  with known location and orientation.  In case of 
determination  of  angle  of  incidence  for  at  least  two receiving  stations,  the  estimation  of 
relative position to the stations can be calculated (Figure  4.1). This principle is well known 
and was realized in numerous variant of radio goniometers and direction finders since World 
War II [15].

The  angular  information  can  be  obtained  for  example  by  direction  antenna  steered  in 
evaluated plane and evaluation of signal strength dependence on bearing of antenna boresight. 
The beam steering can be realized either mechanically or by using multiple elements array 
and use the combinations of the elements together with signal processing to produce desired 
pattern[16], [17]. Another common method is the use of an antenna phased array that can 
provide angular information relative to array baseline from comparison of phase changes of 
incoming waves to elements of array or by measurement of incoming signal delay (de facto 
similar to TDoA method) which is a basic principle of interferometer instruments[18], [19].
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The precision of such method is dependent on a precision of angle evaluation, so it is directly 
proportional to beam resolution of used antennas. The better performance can be achieved by 
phased arrays, where the angular resolution can be enhanced by a change of baseline distance. 
The precision however  naturally  decreases with the increase of the distance of the signal 
source from the reception stations. Moreover, the performance of the AoA system is affected 
by line of sight  blockage and by multipath propagation[20],  which complicates  its  use in 
environments with possible obstructed view to a signal source [21], [22].

4.2 Received signal strength (RSS)
The  RSS  methods  use  the  information  about  strength  of  signal  related  to  distance  of 
a transmitter from the receivers[23], [24]. The most simple approach works with the fact that 
free space loss of radio path is proportional to the square of distance between the source and 
the target. The distance estimation obtained from signal attenuation is then used for lateration 
calculations yielding the position of signal source (Figure 4.2). The RSS method is quite often 
used in wireless telecommunication networks due to the fact that most of chipsets of mobile 
devices are now equipped with provision of received signal strength indicator (RSSI) i.e. a 
measured power of received radio signal.
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Figure 4.1: Angle of arrival (AoA) principle. (Depicted 2D case for sake of clarity)



The dependence on relationship between signal strength and distance however complicates 
the use of such method in case of more complex propagation environment, e.g in case of 
obstacles,  bringing  blockage  of  line  of  sight  and  reflections  which  results  in  multipath 
propagation and fading. These phenomena that can occur in the area of application mean the 
necessity of a very accurate propagation attenuation models which brings a loss of precision 
and increases the algorithm complexity [25]. The another common option is to map the signal 
strength for evaluated area[26], [27] which removes the impact of propagation model but the 
precision usually does not increase due to general time variance of signal distribution and it 
brings signal map validity constraint to only limited area and thus often used only indoors 
[24]. Moreover, the location pattern matching algorithms, that are often used for such map 
construction, are based on extensive filtration use (e.g. extended Kalman filter, particle filter, 
Rao-Blackwelized particle filter  [28]) and therefore the desired reduction of complexity is 
practically not achieved.

4.3 Time of arrival (ToA)
One of the methods that work with time of signal propagation is  a time of arrival (ToA) 
evaluation. That method is well known from global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) [29]–
[33] or WLAN positioning [34]–[37] and measures detection time of signal initiated from the 
transmitter and coming to the receiver. There can obviously be two variants of the system 
topology: either  the coordinates of several transmitters is known and the position of single 
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Figure 4.2: Received signal strength (RSS) based localization, using Power of transmitter Pt,  
received powers Pri and channel parameters cp to determine position of source (grey).  

(Depicted 2D case for sake of clarity)



receiver is computed or vice versa, the unknown position of transmitter is computed from 
measurements made by several receivers with known positions. The estimated delay of signal 
travel is then proportional to distance between transmitter and receiver and thus the task of 
positioning  can  be  transformed  to  a  lateration,  i.e.  geometrical  solution.  The  obtained 
distances form a set of circles (for 2D solution) or spheres (for 3D solution) with centers in 
known positions of stations (either receivers or transmitters) and position of unknown station 
is estimated as an intersection of these geometrical objects (Figure 4.3).

The positioning task can be described as a set of equations to be solved. Let’s assume the 
transmitter at unknown coordinates (x, y, z) transmitting omni-directional radio signal, that is 
received by a set of stations with known coordinates (xi, yi, zi). The measured time of arrival 
for i-th station TOAi is then equal to

TOA i=ΔT −R i
+

1
c
⋅√(x−x i)

2
+( y− y i)

2
+(z−zi)

2
+e i , (4.1)

where  ΔT −R i
 represents difference of clocks between transmitter  and i-th  receiver,  c is 

a velocity of signal propagation (usually a speed of light for radio signals), and ei represents 
TOA measurement error.
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Figure 4.3: Time of arrival (ToA) based localization. We assume an unknown position of  
transmitter (x,y) and known positions of receivers (xi,yi). (Depicted 2D case for sake of  

clarity) 



The parameter  representing  clocks  offset  brings  unwanted  rise  of  degrees  of  freedom for 
positioning task, so to be able to obtain finite set of solutions, a precise synchronization of 
receivers  and  transmitter  is  necessary.  The  requirement  to  the  precision  of  time 
synchronization is in this case at least as hard as the requirement on position accuracy. Since 
there  is  usually  no  practical  way  to  achieve  such  general  coherence,  the  realized 
synchronization  is reduced to the set of receivers. Then the offsets become an common value 

for  all  receivers  ΔT −R i
=ΔT −R and  the  set  of  positioning  equations  can  be  solved  by 

overdetermination of the set  of equations producing target coordinates and offset  between 
transmitter and system of receivers.

The synchronization requirement is in several cases resolved by use of round trip travel (RTT) 
approach, when the signal travels from station with known position to the located target and 
back. The delay is then measured between signal transmit and received reply in the same 
manner as in classical radar operation. The obtained value then represents twice the signal 
travel time plus time during which the sent signal is processed in located target to generate 
reply back to the station. The advantage of the removal of the unknown clock offset between 
transmitter and receiver is paid by need of precise determined processing time of interrogating 
signal  which  can  bring  another  challenge  to  the  clock  stability  and  thus  attainable 
precision[25]. Generally, resolving the problem of unknown clock offset brings ToA and RSS 
systems to the same level and same positioning algorithms can be applied.

The solutions of the set of positioning equations can be achieved by various known methods, 
either in the form of direct algebraic solution or as an iterative process. The closed form of 
positioning  equation  [38]–[40] usually  produces  direct  solution  but  either  with  some 
ambiguity of several possible positioning solutions that have to be further resolved  [39] or 
using transformation of non-linear equations to its linear form  [38] that brings necessity of 
overdetermination  of  the  task  (i.e.  the  need  of  additional  stations  in  the  system). 
Nevertheless, they are more appropriate choice in case on unknown initial conditions or bad 
geometry of system (the impact of stations geometric topology will be presented in chapter 
concerning details of multilateration concept). The iteration based methods usually go by way 
of  least  squares  error  minimization  [41],  e.g.  using Gauss-Newton method or  Levenberg-
Marquardt method [42] (they will be described more in detail in chapter concerning TDoA) 
leading  usually  to  Kalman  filter  [43].  The  advantage  of  such  approach  is  no  need  of 
overdetermination  to produce unique solution and keeping the simplicity of linear iterative 
convergence rate. The drawback of these methods can be seen in its dependence on initial 
estimate for iterative process which can affect a number of necessary iterations or complicate 
convergence. That problem becomes more significant in small scale of the system. Recent 
approaches often use a combination of classical least squares estimator approach but use an 
direct form for obtaining a promising initial estimate and modify the weighting function of an 
iterative process to improve the algorithm performance [44]–[46].
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4.4 Time difference of arrival (TDoA)
The need of knowledge of the origin time of transmission in the ToA system is removed in a 
another well known approach which uses the time-difference of arrival (TdoA) for signals 
received by a pair of measuring stations (Figure XXX). The synchronization is then needed 
only for measuring units, usually by common time information (e.g. common view GNSS 
time distribution) or by one or more reference transponders placed at known positions.

The positioning task then forms a set of non-linear hyperbolic equations in the form of

TDoA i , j=
1
c

(√(x−xi)
2
+( y− y i)

2
+(z−zi)

2
−√(x−x j)

2
+( y− y j)

2
+(z−z j)

2 )+e i , j , (4.2)

where  TDoAi,j is  a  time  difference  between  a  signal  arrival  from  the  transmitter  to  i-th 
measuring station with coordinates (xi, yi, zi) and j-th measuring station with coordinates (xj, yj, 
zj),  c is a speed of light, and ei,j is a TDoA measurement error. The solutions then represent 
hyperbolas (in 2D case) or hyperboloids (in 3D case) with foci in measuring stations and the 
target placed on the calculated curve or surface, respectivelly. The TDoA method is applied in 
widely used hyperbolical navigation systems e.g. Gee, Omega, Chayka, Loran C in history 
[47], [48] (before it was overcome by ToA based GNSS) and in present wireless network 
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Figure 4.4: Time difference of arrival (TDoA) based localization. The differences of delays  
are expressed with respect to station with coordinates (x3, y3). (Depicted 2D case for sake of  

clarity)



systems  [49] (in  the same manner  as  described in  ToA method) and it  is  also a  core for 
multilateration system that will be described more in detail in the following chapter together 
with similar review of state of art of position solutions as was done in part concerning time of 
arrival approach.

4.5 Combined methods
There is a logical step in use of the above described method to their combination and mutual 
exploitation. The first natural combination is using AoA angulation together with ToA(RTT) 
lateration  [50] as can be seen in classical radar approach, hereby using a network with an 
array of antennas for angle determination and RTT measurement for distance information to 
be combined [51], [52].  The similar approach is also used for RSS/AoA combinations [53]. 
The  problem  of  multipath  propagation  can  be  in  some  suitable  applications  (e.g. 
multifrequecy  Wi-Fi  networks)  partially  suppresed  by  using  combination  of  space  and 
frequency diversity for DoA methods [54].

The next common (from the application point of view) is a combination of TDoA and AoA 
methods  [55]. The typical problems nowadays solved are the optimal algebraic or iterative 
solution of combination of AoA and TDoA measurements [56]–[58], the optimal placement of 
measuring sensors  [59], [60], or using processing of single sensor measurement in different 
time instances for TDoA task construction [61]. The location of moving targets also implies 
an use of  combination of  TDoA and FDoA (Frequency difference of  arrival  –  due to the 
Doppler effect) methods for position solution [62]–[64].
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5 Multilateration concept of operation

Multilateration (MLAT) systems are generally a kind of positioning system, using a set of 
measuring stations to determine position of unknown (usually mobile) unit through reception 
and processing transmitted signal with application of any of methods described in Chapter 4.

The most  common and for  our  case  reference  solution  will  be  an hyperbolic  positioning 
system using time difference of signal arrival (TDoA) from target for calculations of target’s 
position as described principally in Chapter 4.4.

The conventional hyperbolic navigation is based on set of fixed stations with known locations 
that broadcast synchronously signals that are received by aircraft or other object. The related 
parameters of received signals are then measured, typically a time of arrival or a phase. The 
MLAT systems differ from that by inverse mechanism of propagation. The signal is only one 
and it is broadcast by an aircraft or other object that is in the focus of the surveillance system. 
This  signal  is  then  received  by  (usually)  ground  stations  of  the  system  and  centrally 
processed. The stations position is known and their measurements are made in synchronized 
way.

The  time differences  are  evaluated  for  pairs  of  measuring  stations  with  one  chosen  as  a 
reference station and they then can be expressed using (4.2). The result of a set of equations is 
an intersection of hyperboloids with foci in stations’ positions as indicated on Figure 5.1. The 
possible methods for solution of position task is provided further by review and analysis of 
positioning algorithms.
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5.1 The TDoA positioning algorithms
A set of hyperbolic equations based on 4.2 consist of known parameters (typically measured 
delay differentials and positions of measuring stations), the unknown parameters of interest, 
i.e. target position to be computed, and unknown parameters representing measurement errors. 
The  estimation  of  the  unknown  parameters  is  usually  done  by  searching  an  extreme 
(maximum  or  minimum)  of  objective  criterion.  Such  criteria  can  be  squared  residuals, 
likelihood functions, posteriori density function s of risk functions. There will be presented 
general classification and brief description of relevant methods to provide background for 
considerations about impact of delay measurement error to final position estimation.

The maximizing a likelihood function (ML) and minimizing least squares of errors (LS) are 
two most common approaches for parameters estimation, that’s why we will further focus on 
them.

Their common property is that using an inverse covariance matrix of measurement errors as 
an weighting factor for parameters estimation the variance for a case of normally distributed 
ranging errors attains the Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) which is a common theoretical 
measure for estimator performance [65]. Such behaviour works well for a plain case of line-
of-sight (LOS) signal only, however the situation complicates with non-line-of-sight (NLOS) 
cases and for more complicated radio channel configuration , e.g. in case of multipath.
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Figure 5.1: Solution of TDoA task as an intersection of hyperboloids. The reference station is  
station R1 (grey). For sake of clarity, stations hidden behind hyperboloids surfaces are  

depicted by dashed lines



The positioning algorithm uses for both approaches expression of measurements as

d=f (u ,bu)+e , (5.1)

where  d represents  m-dimensional  vector  of  measurements,  u is  n-dimensional  unknown 
parameter  (in  our  case  target  coordinates  xt,  yt,  zt),  bu m-dimensional  parameter  of 
measurement, and e m-dimensional parameter representing measurement errors. The function 

f(.) then  provides  a  non-linear  mapping  of  ℝ
n
→ℝ

m ,  n is  a  dimension  of  unknown 
parameters and m is a dimension of set of measurements.

5.1.1 Cramer-Rao lower bound for TDoA position estimation

Cramer-Rao lower bound  [65] can provide theoretical bound for asymptotically achievable 
error covariance of unbiased estimator. It is defined as an inverse of Fisher information matrix 

(FIM)  ℑo . In case of estimates  û of unknown parameter  u from measurements  d the 

error variance fulfills the bound

E [(û−u)(û−u)
T
]≥ℑ0

−1 , (5.2)

Where E[.] is an expectation.

Assuming  the  transmitter  u at  unknown position  u=(xu , yu , zu)
T

∈ ℝ
3 ans  set  of  M 

sensors ui with known positions ui=(x i , y i , z i)
T

∈ ℝ
3 ,i=1,… ,M the distance range can 

be expressed as

r i=‖u−ui‖=√(xu−x i)
2
+( yu− y i)

2
+(zu−z i)

2 , i=1 ,…, M . (5.3)

Then TDoA range differences as a function of unknown position u are 

RD (u)ij=r i−r j , i , j∈{1 ,…, M }∩i≠ j . (5.4)

Assuming measurement errors as additive random values uncorrelated from each time instant 
to other time instant and uncorrelated between sensor measurements, the ui and uj as known 
parameters of measurement, we obtain a set of M−1 measurements

d ij=RD (u)ij+nij , i∈{1 ,…, M} , j∈{2 ,…, M } , j>i , (5.5)

where nij is a normally distributed zero mean random process with variance σi
2
+σ j

2 created 

from sum of noises for measurements by station ui and station uj.
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Let’s evaluate a case of minimal number of station, i.e. four stations for full 3D evaluation and 

put a station u1=(x1, y1, z1)
T as a reference station for range differences. Then there will be 

a vector du1 of measured range differences

du 1=(d12 , d13, d14)
T (5.6)

and measurement function RDu 1

RDu 1=(RD12 , RD13, RD14)
T (5.7)

with elements according to (5.4).

If we extend the set of measurements choosing possible station pairs without respect to single 
fixed station as reference, we get vector of full set of measurements

d full=(d12, d13,d14, d23, d24, d34)
T (5.8)

and measurement function

RDfull=(RD12 ,RD13, RD14, RD23 , RD24 , RD34)
T . (5.9)

The likelihood function is under assumptions about measurements above for case of single 
fixed reference station u1

p(du1∣u)=
1

√2π Ru1

exp(−1
2

(d u1−RDu1(u))
T Ru1

−1
(d u1−RDu1(u))) , (5.10)

where Ru1 is covariance matrix of measurements. Because of the use of common sensor in 

the measurement, the measurements are correlated [66] and variance for a single pair i and j is 

σij
2
=σi

2
+σ j

2 . The covariance matrix of measurements for system of four stations with the 

station u1 as a reference station has a form

Ru1=(
σ1

2
+σ2

2
σ1

2
σ1

2

σ1
2

σ1
2
+σ3

2
σ1

2

σ1
2

σ1
2

σ1
2
+σ4

2) . (5.11)

Analogically, the likelihood function for a full set of measurements (using all station pairs) is
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p(d full∣u)=
1

√2π R full

exp(−1
2

(d full−RDfull(u))
T Rfull

−1
(d full−RD full(u))) (5.12)

and measurement covariance matrix
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Then the Fisher information matrix for CRLB from (5.2) is [65] 

ℑ0=−E[
∂

2 ln p(d∣u)

∂u2 ] , (5.14)

so for our case of set of stations with reference station u1 and likelihood function from (5.10) 
it can be expressed as

ℑ0=(
∂RDu 1(u)

∂u )
T

Ru1
−1(

∂RDu1(u)
∂u ) (5.15)

where Ru1 has a form expressed in (5.11) with its inversion like

Ru1
−1

=
1

|Ru1|(
(σ1σ4

2
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2
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+

+σ3
2
σ4

2 ) −σ1
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2 σ2

2 (σ1
2
σ2

2
+σ1

2
σ3

2
+

+σ2
2
σ3

2 )) , (5.16)

where |Ru1|  is a determinant of Ru1  and Jacobian matrix of RDu1  has a form
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∂RDu 1(u)
∂u

=(
∂RD12(u)

∂ x
∂RD12(u)

∂ y
∂RD12(u)

∂ z
∂RD13(u)

∂ x
∂RD13(u)

∂ y
∂RD13(u)

∂ z
∂RD14(u)

∂ x
∂RD14(u)

∂ y
∂RD14(u)

∂ z
) (5.17)

where elements of the Jacobian matrix have a form

∂RDij(u)
∂ x

=
x− xi

ri

−
x−x j

r j

∂RDij(u)

∂ y
=

y− y i

r i

−
y− y j

r j

∂RDij(u)
∂ z

=
z−zi

r i

−
z−z j

r j

. (5.18)

Since the inversion of measurements covariance matrix is diagonally symmetrical matrix, the 
Fisher information matrix has also a diagonally symmetrical form with size 3×3 and the 
elements on main diagonal are

ℑ0(11)=
1

|Ru1|
∑
i=1

4

∑
j=1
j≠i

4

∑
k= j+ 1

k≠i

4

σ j
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σ k
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x−x i

r i
)

2

−
2

|Ru1|
∑
i=1

4

∑
j=i+1

j≠i

4

σ v
2
σw

2(
x−xi

r i
)(

x−x j

r j
)

v , w∈{1,2,3,4}−{i , j} , v<w

(5.19)

respectively
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∑
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∑
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∑
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k≠i
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)
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∑
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∑
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σw
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)(
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)

ℑ0(33)=
1

|Ru1|
∑
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∑
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j≠i
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∑
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k≠i
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σ j
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(5.20)

and elements outside the main diagonal are 
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(5.21)

To consider an impact of stations number and position, the set of simulations were made. The 
set of scenarios worked with set of three (for possibility to compare achievable TDoA CRLB 
also for 2D case), four and five stations. All stations were placed to same z-coordinates to 
model the  most probable placement in real applications.

The first  scenario  (Figure  5.2)  shows development  of  CRLB with different  height  of  the 
transmitter. The CRLB was calculated in a grid of positions in 3D with step 100 m. The 
figures show values of theoretically achievable variance of TDoA position for heights 0 up to 
3 km. The value of sigma for single measurement was set to 30m, which corresponds to error 
of  detection  of  delay  of  1  nanosecond.  For  the  all  further  presented  graphs are  common 
following parameters: distance shown in km, colorbar represents value of standard deviation 
in km, values higher than 1000m were cut for sake of readability.
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The images above also show the influence of the placement of the sensors in the regular 
geometry,  which  can  lead  to  Fisher  matrix  to  be  singular  of  close  to  singular  for  some 
positions of transmitter. In the graphs it represent hyperbolic belts e.g. around station 4 and 
station 3.

The comparison was made also for case of 2D measurements to correlate the results with 
those  published  in  other  works  [67].  The  Figure  5.3 therefore  shows  comparison  of  2D 
measurement scenario with 3 stations and 4 stations. Since the calculations are made in two 
dimensions only, there are different dimensions of matrices and therefore the values for 4 
stations  differ  from values  obtained  by full  3D calculations.  Nevertheless,  the  impact  of 
additional station is clearly visible in both cases (2D version and 3D version) by widening of 
areas with low values of CRLB.
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Figure 5.2: CRLB values of the 3D position for TDoA measurement with a set of 4 stations.  
Pictures represent horizontal slices for z values 0, 210 m 1.47 km and 2.94 km. The  

positions of stations are marked by red rectangles



The same impact is observable for case of 3D scenario, where was the set of four stations 
from Figure supplemented by an additional station, the results can be seen at Figure 5.4.
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                               (a)                                                                     (b)

Figure 5.3: CRLB plots for 2D TDoA position for use of minimal set of 3 stations (a) and set  
with one additional station (b)

Figure 5.4: CRLB plot for 5 stations. (Note: the colorbar has 4 times smaller range than in  
the case of 4 stations)



The expression of FIM in (5.19)-(5.21) also respects the non-uniform values of variance for 
the individual mesaurements, this impact to the CRLB can be demonstrated  at the Figure 5.5, 
where sigma value for station 4 was set to be 3 times bigger than for the rest of stations. It is  
also logical, that biggest impact to the results will have the error variance of measurements of 
reference station.

To be able to consider influence only of the geometrical configuration, the Fisher information 
matrix is expressed without the part representing the covariance of single range(or related 
delay)  measurement  error  and  (5.15)  becomes  to  a  form  of  matrix  of  dimensionless 
coefficients representing the impact  of angles for  mutual  vectors  between transmitter  and 
receiving stations. It can be easily demonstrated graphically on following picture Figure 5.6.
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                                 (a)                                                                       (b)

Figure 5.5: CRLB plot for uniform (a) and non-uniform (b) values of measurement error  
variance

                               (a)                                                                     (b)

Figure 5.6: Impact of TOA measurement errors for TDoA solution for good constellation of  
stations (a) and bad constellation of stations (b)



Since  individual  range  measurements  (equivalent  to  ToA measurements)  are  affected  by 
errors, the TDoA solution (which consists from a pair of ToA measurements) forms not single 
hyperbola  but  it  can  be  imagined  as  a  stripe  (in  2D)  or  tube  (in  3D)  with  boundaries 
representing uncertainties in measurement. The intersection of these stripes or tubes forms 
region where the target position is expected. The size and shape of this region is affected by 
mutual position of receivers and target transmitter[59].

The parameter, related to the influence of mutual constellation of transmitter and receivers has 
then form of inverse dimensionless Fisher information matrix

DOP=(
∂RDu1(u)

∂u )
T

(
∂RDu1(u)

∂u )
−1

(5.22)

and is  called Dilution of precision (DOP).  The impact of geometry in 3D x,y,z space is 
expressed as GDOP (Geometrical dilution of precision) [68] and has form of

GDOP=√ tr (DOP) (5.23)

The following figures present values of HDOP coefficient (i.e. DOP coefficient calculated for 
2D case)  for  Prague  Vaclav  Havel  airport  obtained  during  measuring  capaign  of  MLAT 
transponders.

38Figure 5.7: HDOP for Prague Vaclav Havel airport for system with 5 stations



It  is  evident  from  CRLB  values  and  formulation  that  TDoA measurement  variance  is 

dependent on single range measurement variance σi
2  for particular sensor. The CRLB for 

single delay estimate in AWGN is according to [65] 

σi
2
≥

1

SNRi⋅B2
, (5.24)

where SNRi is signal to noise ratio of signal measured by station ui and B is signal bandwidth. 
Therefore,  it  is  further  necessary  (and  it  will  be  discussed  in  the  next  chapter)  to  make 
considerations of signal processing during delay estimation.

Moreover, the impact of SNR can be alleviated by an increase of the noise background due to 
radio interference, which can be to some extent avoided, but  also by noise produced by e.g. 
solar bursts in radio spectrum that are extremely wide-band and can from steady quiet state of 
Sun represented by radiations of about 100 SFU (Solar flux units) reach during a burst the 
intensities of about 100 000 SFU which means in common receiver with 3 dB antenna gain a 
drop of SNR by 15 dB [6], [69].
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Figure 5.8: HDOP for Prague Vaclav Havel airport for system with minimal configurations  
of 3 stations



5.1.2 ML based position estimation methods

Although the mentioned CRLB provides estimate variance for general TDoA measurements, 
the concrete solution of hyperbolic equations can vary. The ML methods use the probabilistic 
description of the relationship between unknown parameters that are estimated and measured 
values. So, if the joint probability density function (PDF) of measured data d is available and 
can be expressed as conditional probability p(d|u) dependent on unknown parameter u (that is 
estimated),  ML estimation can be then stated a maximization of of the formed likelihood 
function across possible values of u

û=argmax
u

( p(d∣u)) . (5.25)

The estimate calculation is clearly dependent on the quality of description of the likelihood 
function, which can strongly vary according to the environment, time-variance of the signals, 
transmission medium, and possible interference. Therefore the available research works are 
not very frequent and usually restrain to a simple assumption of a signal in AWGN (additive 
white Gaussian noise) channel case [67], [70]–[72], where the character of normal distribution 
of uncorrelated additive noise simplifies an evaluation of log-likelihood function and solution 
of such created non linear equations by implementing various (usually iterative) methods, e.g. 
unscented  Kalman  filter  [73] or  Gaussian  sum  approximation  [74].  Moreover,  the  ML 
approach is usually exhaustive in search space during the process of the calculation of values 
of likelihood function and therefore puts stress on numerical resources [74].

5.1.3 LS based position estimation methods

The advantage of LS based methods in comparison to ML approach is no need of apriori 
knowledge of the measurement probability density function (PDF) in the simple unweighted 
approach  (and  for  approaches  with  weighting  transformation  matrices  the  knowledge  of 
second order moments is usually sufficient  [75]). It can be demonstrated  [76] that ToA and 
TDoA measurements can be transformed to each other and still  keep the full  information 
necessary for position computation, so the algorithms developed purely for ToA cases can be 
also used for TDoA measurements. We will focus on algorithms, primary developed for TDoA 
cases.

The LS based methods can be classified to two main groups: the methods using some direct 
form of expression of hyperbolic equations solution and the methods using iterative steps to 
reach  a  position  solution.  For  the  single  measurement  of  delay  (ToA)  we  get  measured 
pseudorange

d i=‖u−ui‖+bi+e i i=1,…, m , (5.26)
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where  ui denotes  position  of  i-th  receiver,  bi represents  difference  between  receiver  and 

transmitter clocks weighted by speed of light and ‖u−ui‖ operation represents  as same as 

in section of CRLB derivation

‖u−ui‖=√(u−u i )
T

(u−u i )=√( xt−x i)
2
+( y t− y i)

2
+(zt−z i)

2 . (5.27)

In case of synchronization of measuring stations (receivers) the parameter  bi is constant and 
for the range differences that are used for TDoA equations construction is this clock offset 
canceled. The distance differences equations with respect to a reference receiver ur are

d i−dr=‖u−u i‖−‖u−ur‖+ei−er i=1,…,m−1 . (5.28)

It is then desired task to find a set of coordinates u in a such way that the function f(.) fits best 
to  the  measured  data  d  in  terms  of  minimizing  (generally  weighted)  sum of  squares  of 
residuals

û=argmin
u (∑

i=1

m−1

wi r i
2) , (5.29)

where residuals ri are

r i=di−dr−‖u−ui‖−‖u−ur‖ , (5.30)

or using (5.1) 

û=argmin
u

([d−f (û)]
TW [d− f ( û)] ) , (5.31)

where W is a weighting matrix respecting cases of non-consistent set of measurements.

The minimum occurs when the gradient of the term inside brackets in (5.29) is zero. The 
number of unknown parameters n then determines a number of gradient equations that have to 
be evaluated (for sake of simplicity assuming consistent measurements, hence W = I)

2∑
i=1

m−1

ri

∂ r i

∂u j

=0 j=1,…, n (5.32)
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or 

JT r=0 , (5.33)

where r is an (m−1)  residuals matrix and J a Jacobian matrix with elements J i , j=
∂r i

∂u j

.

Since there is not a rigorous closed solution of the above gradient equations the algebraic 
forms of solution or the iteration mechanism is usually introduced. The initial estimation for 

iteration  case  û0 is  made and then  the  unknown parameters  are  estimated  interactively 

using in each step evaluation of general form of differences

ûk+1 = ûk −Q(û)Δ u , (5.34)

where Δu are residuals obtained by previous iteration step, k is the iteration step, and Q(.) is 
arbitrary but positive definite matrix.

The  next  operation  of  iteration  algorithms  that  is  executed  in  every  iteration  step  is  a 
linearization  of  the  measurement  term  kd around estimated  solution  using  first  a  form of 
Taylor expansion

dk = f ( ûk )+∂uT f ( ûk )(u− ûk )+o (u− ûk )+ ek , (5.35)

where  ∂uT f (u) denotes Jacobian matrix of  f(u) and  o(u− ûk ) is the Landau order term 

representing the remainder in the Taylor expansion which can be further considered negligible 
for û colse to u. So the problem of set on non-linear equations is transformed to to solution 
of  a  set  of  linear  equations  in  each  iteration  step  to  produce  differences  in  the  form of 
residuals and use them for the next step estimate to minimize the estimation error [77]–[79].

There exist various approaches to reach the  minimal residual error for the above linearized 
term. The most popular method is a Gauss–Newton algorithm [77] solving in every step k a 
set of normal equations created from Taylor expansion

∑
i=1

m−1

∑
q=1

n

J ij J iq Δuq=∑
i=1

m−1

J ij r ik j=1,…, n , (5.36)

where
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J ij=−
∂r i

∂u j

, J iq=−
∂r i

∂ uq

, rik =di−f ( uik ) , (5.37)

or in equivalent matrix form

(JT J)Δ u=JT r . (5.38)

The expressed correction of Δu in (5.38) is in its weighted form applied to (5.34) as correction 
for new iteration step

ûk+1 = ûk −( JT
k W Jk )

−1 JT
k r ( ûk ) . (5.39)

The other common used method is a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [42] that modifies the 
Gauss–Newton method using correction factor for iteration step for (5.34) as

Q( uk )=( JT
k W Jk + αk S)−1 , (5.40)

where  kα is  a  non-negative  scalar  and  S is  a  positive  definite  matrix.  The  presence  of 
coefficient α enables a change of the length and direction of the shift in consecutive steps and 
therefore ease the convergence towards final solution.

The other recent methods that come to play go within the process of linearization of residual 
equations  through  the  way  of  orthogonal  decomposition,  for  example  QR decomposition 
executing the expansion of Jacobian matrix in gradient equations J=QR to orthogonal matrix 
Q and upper triangular matrix R using some orthogonalization algorithm (e.g. Gram–Schmidt 
algorithm [80]) or singular value decomposition producing QR decomposition with additional 
column  pivoting  which  works  well  for  cases  of  rank  deficient  matrix  that  has  to  be 
decomposed [81]. All these cases are then solvable in the form of a set of linear equations.

Although  the  iteration  methods  provide  asymptotically  precise  solution  within  their 
convergence  region,  their  computational  demands,  need  of  an  initial  estimate,  and 
convergence  constraints  bring  an  attraction  to  the  direct  methods  that  try  to  transform 
equations  (5.29)  and  (5.31)  to  the  approximate  or  equivalent  linear  form  that  can  be 
analytically solved. However, every so far used transformation approach bring some from of 
loss of information in determined task therefore the result is more or less close approximation.

The first approach used an approximation of hyperbolic surfaces by the set of spheres and 
resolved the root search as a spherical intersections  [82]. The process of approximation of 
hyperboloids by spheres is used in similar manner using spherical interpolation instead of 
intersection expressing measurement error by its quadratic form and then transforming it into 
set of linear equations multiplied by weighting matrix. It can be geometrically described as an 
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search of origin of sphere (estimated coordinates of target) that passes through an reference 
sensor and the distances of its surface to other sensors are the most close to measured range 
differences [44], [83]. The similar approach using linear equations to describe coordinates of 
intersections of true hyperbolic curves appears in [75], [84].

Many methods use an linearization approach based on squaring the positioning equations and 
therefore  removal  the  square  root  from  (5.27)  which  enables  the  transformation  of 
minimization of squares of residuals from a problem of non-linear LS solutions to a linear LS 
case  and  intermediate  non-linear  variable.  The  non-linear  measurement  equation  (5.1)  is 
transformed to new form

d=Au+Bbu+C χ (u)+e , (5.41)

where  A,  B,  C are  known matrices and  χ (u) is  non linear  function of  u.  The general 

solution [75]is then

[ û , b̂u , χ̂]
T
=argmin

u , bu ,χ
([ d−Au−Bbu−C χ (u)]T W [d−Au−Bbu−C χ(u)]) (5.42)

where weight matrix  W is often chosen as the inverse of measurement  d covariance matrix. 
The final estimation of unknown parameter (position of target) is then

[ û , b̂u , χ̂]
T
=([A , B ,C ]

T W [A ,B ,C ])
−1

[A ,B ,C ]
TW d . (5.43)

The  described  approach  is  applied  in  several  methods,  using  various  transformations 

producing different versions of multiplicative matrices  A,  B,  C and function  χ (u) [46], 

[85]–[87].

The recent methods often combine several approaches together to ease the position solution, 
for example combining TDoA, FdoA and differential Doppler rate measurements for moving 
target  to  produce  overdetermined  system of  equations  and  then  application  of  linear  LS 
estimation  [88].  Other  example  of  advanced  positioning  algorithm is  a  near-closed  form 
solution  by construction of  low rank ToA matrix from TDoA measurements.  The created 
matrix is then able to be described by a set of polynomial equations that can be solved by 
eigenvectors of polynomial coefficients matrix producing joint target and stations estimates 
thus suppressing the need of apriori synchronization of measuring stations [89].

The common strength of direct methods is in obtaining the estimated position from algebraic 
solution of the set of linear equations or the combination of linear equations and single non-
linear element. The drawback on that some of the methods face the threat of singular or close 
to singular of the matrix in (5.43) that is inverted during estimation expression that can lead to 
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numerical problems [90]. The other possible complication is the fact, that most of the methods 
in  case  of  lower  number  of  sensors  (typically  if  dimensinon  of  measurements  m and 
dimension of unknown parameters n are equal) produce more candidates for position estimate, 
therefore there is a need of overdetermination of the system of measuring stations. It can be 
easily  demonstrated  on  the  case  of  popular  closed  method  based  on  linear  LS  solution 
described in [86] and in detail provided in Appendix A.

The set  of simulated calculations,  for simplicity  reasons in  2D (x,y) space,  was done for 
different specific receiver positions.  The constellation of three stations placed at  positions 
(−10,−10) (station 1), (−10,10) (station 2), and (15,0) (station 3) is marked at the figures by 
small black squares. The station 1 was chosen as a reference one. The source of signal placed 
at coordinates (1,6) was chosen for definition of range distances to serve as input values for 
the computation. Correct solutions of equations are marked by black circles and false solution 
candidates  are  marked  by  white  circles  to  be  distinguished  from  remaining  hyperbolas 
intersections  that  are  not  solutions  of  hyperbolic  equations.  As  we  can  see  from 
Figure 5.9 (left), the computation provides two possible positions, the correct one at (1,6) and 
a false candidate at (0.59, −5.87). In this case, we cannot eliminate the false solution by an 
often used approach that correct solution is inside area surrounded by receivers (this criterion 
makes sense for evaluation of position at the aerodrome surrounded by MLAT stations). The 
choice  of  different  station  as  a  reference  one  does  not  produce  desired  results  which  is 
demonstrated  by  a third  hyperbolic  curve  (the  green  one)  corresponding  to  the  choice  of 
station 2 to be the reference station.
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Figure 5.9: Solution of hyperbolic equations producing correct (black dot) and false (white  
dot) position. Left picture uses stations pairs 1–2(red), 3–2(blue), 1–3(green), right picture  

uses stations pairs 1–4(red),3–4(blue), 1–3(green).



This  ambiguity  can  be  resolved  by  either  by  using  an  additional  station  that  increases 
measurement dimension by one, which will not only resolve the ambiguity in solution but it 
also will positively improve the CRLB of TDoA estimation. However it will lead to increase 
of number of equations in TDoA solution. The other simple approach is to use this fourth 
station to form new constellation of three receivers and jointly evaluate this TDoA solution 
with  previous  one.  The computational  load  is  not  increased  and  with  parallel  processing 
possibilities it will bring no substantial delay in computations. This is demonstrated by right 
part  of  Figure 5.9,  where  station  1 from previous  case  was  substituted  by  station  4  with 
coordinates (−18,0) which was chosen as a reference station. The computation provides again 
two solutions: (1,6) and (−8.3, −34.46). If we compare these two pair of solutions we can 
easily state the correct position.
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6 Radio signal channel modeling

The  propagation  of  radio  signal  is  affected  by  various  phenomena  changing  with  the 
frequency, signal transmission rate, distance, time or propagation environment. To be able to 
describe the relationship between transmitted and received signal it is necessary to have some 
tool to express at least the approximation of such relationship. This is the reason, why various 
radio channel models are developed and evaluated.

The  general  relationship  between  transmitted  signal  x(t)  and  received  signal  y(t)  can  be 
described by the convolution operation

y (t)=h(t)∗x (t)=∫
−∞

∞

h( t−τ)x (τ ) d τ (6.1)

where  h(t)  is  an impulse response of  the channel.  The expression describing  the impulse 
response vary according to phenomena affecting signal propagation. The relation term is often 
complemented with a random addition additional component, representing additive noise, but 
for purposes of propagation channel description is usually omitted.

The  main  components  of  radio  propagation  are  propagation  path  loss,  shadowing  effects 
described by large scale propagation models that predict the signal level for given distance 
between  transmitter  and  receiver,  and  multipath  propagation  described  by  small  scale 
propagation models that describe the signal fluctuations over short travel distance, equivalent 
to wavelength, or short time duration.

6.1 Path Loss
The free space path loss is a large scale general model to predict the received signal power 
loss  over  distance  from  transmitter.  Its  pure  form  is  expressed  by  the  Friis  free  space 
propagation equation [91] 

Pr(d)=Pt

Gt Gr

(4 πd
λ )

2 (6.2)

where Pr is received power, Pt transmitted power, Gr and Gt are antenna gains of receiver and 
transmitter, respectively,  λ is signal wavelength, and d is a distance between transmitter and 
receiver. The squared term represents the free space loss, related to the spherical spread of the 
electromagnetic wave from transmitter. The additional loses can be present in the equation, 
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representing attenuation caused by receiver antenna and hardware imperfection,  impact of 
wave polarization etc.

Since the real environment is too complex to be analytically described, very often are applied 
empirical path loss models based on the statistical parameters derived from measurements in 
typical  kinds of environment.  Very popular  for  the wireless  mobile  communication is  the 
Okumura-Hata  model  [92] that  approximated  the  path  loss  for  distance  d in  urban 
environment for frequencies 150–1500 MHz by term

Lurban(d )dB=69.55+26.16 log10( f c )−13.82 log10(h t)− a(hr)+

+(44.9−6.55 log10(ht)) log10 (d )
(6.3)

where  fc is a carrier wave frequency,  ht and  hr antenna heights of transmitter and receiver, 
respectively. The term a(hr) represents a correction factor for effective mobile antenna height 
depending on the type of environment (large city,  small  city,  suburban area or open rural 
area). More complex models separate further the line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight 
(NLOS) propagation e.g. a COST 231-Walfish-Ikegami model [93]. 

6.2 Shadowing
The  situation  when  along  the  travel  path  of  the  radio  signal  exist  any  objects  (such  as 
buildings,  trees,  hills),  some  part  of  the  transmitted  signal  is  lost  through  absorption, 
reflection, scattering, and diffraction. This effect is called shadowing.

The  most  common  model  for  such  attenuation  of  the  received  signal  is  log–normal 
shadowing. The variations of the signal strength according to this model were  empirically 
confirmed in both outdoor and indoor radio propagation environments [94].

In the definition of the log-normal shadowing, the transmitted Pt and received Pr power ratio 
ψ  is assumed to be random variable with a log–normal distribution given by [91]

P(ψ)=
ln10

10√2πσψdB ψ
exp[−(10 log10 ψ−μψdB)

2

σψdB
2 ] (6.4)

where μψdB is the mean of ψdB = 10log10(ψ) in decibels, and σψdB is the standard deviation of 
ψdB. The mean μψdB includes both the path loss (i.e. free space loss component) and average of 
shadowing impact and often is obtained empirically for the particular environment.

There  exist  empirical  models,  that  include  both  path  loss  and  log–normal  loss  due  to 
shadowing that state both mean values and variance of log–normal process, e.g. [94]–[96].
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In practical use there is  often implemented the combined term for relative power ratio in 
decibels in the form [91]

LdB(d )=10 log10(K )+10γ log10(
d
d0

)+ψsB (6.5)

where K is a unitless constant that depends on the antenna characteristics and the average 
channel  attenuation,  either  obtained  by  measurement  or  approximated  by 

KdB=20 log10(λ /(4 πd0)) , d0 is a reference distance for the antenna far field, γ is the path-

loss exponent with values varying from 1.5–6 depending on the propagation environment, and 
ψdB is a Gauss-distributed random variable with mean zero and variance (σψdB)2 in range 4–
10 dB according to the environment.

6.3 Multipath propagation
The signals emitted by transmitter can travel by not only the direct line-of-sight propagation 
path but they can be reflected or diffracted from near by objects and reach the receiver by 
other longer paths. The result of such multipath propagation then can be described as sum of 
incoming delayed copies of transmitted signal affected by multipath channel parameters

y (t)=∑
n=0

N M (t )

αn(t)exp(− j 2π f c τn(t )− j ϕDn)x (t−τn(t)) (6.6)

where the  n index equal to zero represents direct path component,  NM(t) is the number of 
multipath components,  αn(t), ΦDn,  and  τn(t) is a complex scaling factor,  Doppler shift,  and 
delay, respectively , of the n-th multipath component.

The impulse response of time–varying channel can be then described [91] as

h(t , τ)=∑
n=0

NM ( t )

αn( t)exp (− j ϕn(t))δ(τ−τn(t )) (6.7)

where δ(τ) is a Dirac delta and ϕn(t)=2π f c τn(t )−ϕDn . In case of time–invariant channel 

we will have c (t , τ)=c (t+T , τ)=c( τ) , so the impulse response does not vary with time 

of application. If the time delay of the n-th multipath component is applied in combination 
with the frequency of the carrier wave fc ,the combination of the resulting term exp(2πfcτn(t)) 
will  cause  changes  of  the  phase  of  the  multipath  component  with  respect  to  direct  path 
component. In case that fcτn(t)  1, a small change in the path delay can lead to a large phase≫ 1, a small change in the path delay can lead to a large phase  
change in the nth multipath component,which leads to additive (constructive or destructive) 
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impact to the levels of received signal causing rapid changes of the signal strength, a process 
that is called the fading.

The two parameters,  a  delay spread and a  coherence bandwidth  are  used to  describe the 
channel behavior in relationship with the delays of multipath components. The delay spread 
corresponds to a variance of delays of the multipath components which helps to classify the 
fading as a narrow–band fading (flat fading) case when the delay spread is lower than the 
duration of the symbol period and the wide–band fading (frequency selective), when the delay 
spread is greater than the symbol period and multipath components are separable in terms of 
symbol sampling. Since the delay spread covers all multipath components, including those, 
that are in real channel bellow the noise background level and therefore does not practically 
contribute to the signal dispersion,  the delay spread is usually defined with respect to the 
channel power delay profile [97], which represents the average power associated with a given 
multipath delay. To better describe the delay spread, the additional parameters are usually 
defined:

• Maximum excess delay (x dB) is defined as the time delay during which power delay 
profile  falls to x dB below given reference level (it can be level of the first registered 
component or the maximal level of excess delay)

• Mean excess delay is the first moment (mean) of the power delay profile

• RMS delay spread is the square root of the second central moment (variance) of the 
power delay profile

The typical values od RMS delay spread are in the order of fractions of microseconds to 
multiples of microseconds for outdoor channels and in the order of nanoseconds for indoor 
channels [98]. 

The coherence bandwidth  Bc   is a measure of channel independence in frequency, it defines 
the minimum frequency separation for which the channel impulse response is independent. In 
the  relationship  to  the  type  of  fading,  it  can  be  said,  that  the  channel  with  coherence 
bandwidth greater than bandwidth of the signal can be considered as frequency flat and the 
channel  with  coherence  bandwidth  lower  than  bandwidth  of  the  signal  is  considered  as 
frequency selective.

6.3.1 Flat fading

In case of the flat  fading, the multipath structure of the channel is  such that  the spectral 
characteristics of the transmitted signal are preserved at the receiver. For the received signal 
we  can  observe  variations  of  the  power  level  with  time,  which  is  mainly  caused  by 
fluctuations in the gain of the channel caused by multipath. The envelope of the multipath 
components rn of the flat fading channel [91] can be described by Rayleigh distribution
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p(rn)={
rn

σn
2 exp(−

rn
2

2σn
2 ) , rn≥0

0 otherwise

, (6.8)

where  term  2(σn)2 represents  average  power  of  the  received  signal  component.  So  the 
probability that envelope of  n-th component does not exceed a given value A is given by a 
cumulative distribution function (CDF)

Pr (rn≤A)=∫
0

A

p (rn)d rn=1−exp(− A2

2σn
2 ) . (6.9)

If the multipath components of the complex envelope have the Rayleigh distribution, we can 
assume that the inphase and quadrature parts of the complex envelope have jointly Gaussian 
distributions. Then their autocorrelation functions depend only on difference of time intervals 
and the channel can be considered as wide-sense stationary (WSS).

In case that the signal has a dominant non fading component, e.g. the component related to the 
direct line-of-sight propagation, the fading envelope respects the Rice distribution 

p(r )={
r
σ

2 exp (−
r2
−α0

2

2σn
2 )I 0( r α0

σ
2 ) ,r n≥0

0 otherwise

, (6.10)

where 2σ2 is the average power in the non-LOS multipath components and α0
2 is the power in 

the LOS component and  I0 is a modified Bessel function of zeroth order.

Although the description of the fading by Rayleigh and Rice distributions usually suffices for 
signal  model,  there exist  some cases where it  does not completely fit.  Therefore,  another 
distribution was developed for these cases with the parameters that can be adjusted to fit 
empirical measurements. It is called the Nakagami distribution or m-distribution [99] and is 
defined as

p(r )={
2mm r2 m−1

Γ(m)Pr
m exp(−m r2

Pr
) , r≥0,m≥0.5

0 otherwise

(6.11)
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Where Pr is signal average power and Γ( . ) is a Gamma function. The Nakagami distribution 
can for m = 1 transform to Rayleigh fading and for m = (K + 1) 2 /(2K + 1) the distribution is 
approximately Rician fading with parameter K.

Since the detailed mathematical description of the flat  fading is  often too complex, some 
simplified or empirical models are often applied. An example can be a finite state Markov 
channel (FSMC) [91] which uses the discrete-time Markov process with time discretized to a 
given interval T (typically the symbol period). It can model all above described distributions 
for various applications and purposes [100].

6.3.2 Frequency selective fading

The  case  when  coherence  bandwidth  of  the  channel  is  lower  than  bandwidth  of  the 
transmitted signal causes a constant-gain and linear phase response over only a small part of 
signal  bandwidth,  so  certain  frequency components  in  the  received signal  spectrum have 
greater gains than others. The received signal the includes multiple versions of the transmitted 
waveform which are attenuated and delayed in time with the delays equivalent or greater than 
symbol  period  and  so  induce  inter-symbol  interference.  Such  kind  of  fading  is  called 
frequency selective fading.

In case of the wideband signal the signal symbols do not any more represent combination of 
random multipath  components  within  the  time approximately  equal  to  symbol  period,  so 
producing the random variation s of amplitude according to the particular distribution, on the 
contrary the delay of the multipath components cause combination of significantly shifted 
“copies” of the symbol pulse producing strong inter-symbol interference.

In  case  that  the  number  of  the  multipath  components  is  sufficiently  large,  the  impulse 
response can be considered according to the central limit theorem to be Gaussian distributed 
and thus only the statistical parameters of mean, variance and autocorrelation function can 
describe  the  channel.  If  we can  assume for  in-  phase  and quadrature  components  of  the 
complex  envelope  of  the  signal  to  be  Gaussian  distributed,  we  can  then  use  again  the 
distributions of multipath components with Rayleigh distribution [91].

The statistical description of many parameters of the frequency selective fading channel can 
be derived from the autocorrelation function of the channel impulse response

Ac (τ1 , τ2; t ,t+Δ t)=E [h∗(τ1 ; t)h(τ2; t+Δ t)] , (6.12)

where  E[ .  ]  is  expectation.  In case of a very common WSS channel,  the autocorrelation 

function  depends  only  on  time  difference,  hence  Ac (τ1 , τ2; t ,t +Δ t)=Ac (τ1 , τ2;Δ t ) . 

Moreover,  in  the  real  environment  we  can  also  often  assume  that  different  multipath 
components are produced by independent scatterers and thus are independent. Such channel 
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with  autocorrelation  function  dependent  only  on  the  value  of  multipath  delay  and  time 

difference Ac (τ ; Δ t) is called WSS channel with uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS).

The parameter Power delay profile (PDP) that describes distribution of the average power 
with multipath delay is  equal to  the autocorrelation function for zero time difference,  i.e. 

Ac (τ ; Δ t=0) . The mean excess delay and RMS delay spread can be then defined with the 

help of Ac (τ)  as

μTm=

∫
0

∞

τ Ac (τ )d τ

∫
0

∞

Ac (τ)d τ
, σTm=√

∫
0

∞

(τ−μTm)
2 A c(τ)d τ

∫
0

∞

Ac (τ )d τ

. (6.13)

The delay spread Tmax of the channel is usually taken as the value of delay, when Ac (τ) is 

approximately zero for any τ >  Tmax. The relationship between symbol period  TS and RMS 
delay  spread  can  provide  considerations  about  ISI  in  the  channel,  the  ISI  can  occur 
significantly for TS ≫ 1, a small change in the path delay can lead to a large phase σTm. 

The frequency selective fading channels are usually modeled as a sum of several flat fading 
channels with different delays and Rayleigh distributions of multipath components.

The empirical models also exist for modeling the simplified versions of mathematical model, 
an example can be a model from ITU recommendation .[101]

6.3.3 Fast and slow fading

Because the delay spread does not provide information about the time varying nature of the 
channel  caused by either  relative  motion  between the  transmitter  and the  receiver,  or  by 
movement of objects in the channel, another parameters are introduced, a Doppler spread and 
a coherence time of the channel.

Doppler spread is a parameter describing the spectrum widening caused by the time rate of 
change of the mobile radio channel and is defined as the range of frequencies over which the 
received Doppler spectrum is essentially non-zero.

Coherence time is the time domain dual of Doppler spread and is used to characterize the time 
varying nature of the frequency dispersiveness of the channel in the time domain. Coherence 
time is a statistical measure of the time duration over which the channel impulse response is 
essentially  invariant.  and  over  which  two  received  signals  have  a  strong  potential  for 
amplitude correlation.

According to the Doppler spread and coherence time we can distinguish a channel with fast or 
slow fading.
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In the channel with fast fading, the Doppler spread is high and coherence time is lower than 
the symbol period. The channel impulse response changes rapidly within the symbol duration 
and signal distortion due to fast fading increases with increasing Doppler spread relative to 
the bandwidth of the transmitted signal. In practice, fast fading only occurs for very low data 
rates or very fast motion speed.

On the other hand, in case of slow fading, the Doppler spread of the channel is much less than 
the bandwidth of the signal and the channel impulse response changes at a rate much slower 
than the transmitted signal. The channel then may be assumed to be static over one or several 
reciprocal bandwidth intervals.

6.3.4 Multipath modeling in the discrete time domain

To be able to realize modeling for signal processing and simulations, the models described in 
previous chapters are transformed to the discrete time domain.

The first possibility is to use clustering of the isolated point scatterers producing similar delay 
as introduced in [91]. In this model, the multipath components are assumed to form subpath 
clusters, the components from the same cluster with close delays are then described by a 
common delay, and incoming paths on different subpath clusters with delays τn and τm , where 
the delay difference is bigger than inverse value of the signal bandwidth, can be resolved.

Other approach, which will be used in this thesis models the impulse response as an linear 
transversal FIR filter represented as a tapped delay line (TDL) model [97].

The general time–variant model has variable tap gains ak, variable tap delays τk, and variable 
number  of  taps  K.  The  lowpass-equivalent  impulse  response  of  such  discrete  multipath 
channel is given

~
h [τ , n]=∑

k=1

K [n ]

~ak (τk [n] , n)δ (τ−τk [n]) (6.14)

where δ(.) is unit pulse and symbol ~ denotes lowpass-equivalent form of related parameter. 
For  such  outdoor  multipath  channel  evaluated  in  time  limited  interval,  we  can  assume 
approximation based on considered constant number of discrete components and negligible 
variation of delay values. The model then simplifies to

~
h [τ , n]=∑

k=1

K
~ak [n]δ( τ−τk ) (6.15)

and corresponding lowpass-equivalent output is
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~y [n]=∑
k =1

K
~ak [n]~s [n−τk ] (6.16)

where ~s [n] is a lowpass-equivalent input signal to the radio channel.

Such band limited channel then can be described by output of the tapped delay line (TDL) 
system with corresponding structure shown at Figure 6.1. The output is given

~y [n]=∑
m=0

M−1
~s [n−mT ] ~gm[n ] (6.17)

where ~gm[n]  are TDL tap gains in its lowpass-equivalent form

~gm[n]=∑
k=1

K
~ak [n ]α[k ,m ] (6.18)

for total number of N taps from interval m= 0,…,M-1 , where

α[k ,m ]=sinc [
τk

T
−m] (6.19)

and T=1/B is a sampling period.

For WSSUS channel we can further consider both tap gains ak(t) and related TDL tap gains 
gn(t) to be substituted by time invariant values ak, gn, respectively.
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7 ADS–B signal detection and decoding

7.1 General approach to signal detection
The common concept of radar signal receiver employs an envelope detector block followed 
by threshold evaluation and decision block (Figure  7.1). The detector block usually works 
either in terms of signal complex envelope or its in-phase and quadrature components.

The  detection  mechanism  for  radar  signals  is  generally  based  on  binary  evaluation  of 
hypothesis testing problem, where H0 means the hypothesis that no signal from the target is 
present and H1 is the hypothesis that the signal from target is present [16]. 

For most simple case, the signal coming to receiver consists of a target signal s(t) and additive 
zero mean white Gaussian noise  n(t) with variance  σ2, uncorrelated with target signal. The 
bandpass signal  v(t) (obtained from received combination of  s(t) and  n(t)) that is processed 
has a general form

v (t) = v I ( t )cos (ω IF t )+vQ(t )sin(ωIF t) =

= r (t)cos (ϕ(t))cos (ω IF t)+r (t)sin(ϕ(t ))sin(ω IF t )
(7.1)

where  ω IF  is the bandpass carrier  frequency,  r(t) is the envelope of  v(t) and the phase 

ϕ(t)=arctan(vQ(t )/vI ( t)) .

The most simple and conservative approach is a threshold comparison of the processed signal 
to evaluate a presence of target produced signal in the received signal. The presence of the 
target  is  in  the received signal  detected  when received envelope  r(t) exceeds  the defined 
threshold VT in a form of standard binary hypothesis testing approach
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H1 : s (t)+n (t)>V T Detection
H0 : n(t )>V T False alarm

. (7.2)

The goal is then maximize the probability of detection for given probability of false alarm or 
minimize probability of false alarm for given probability of detection.

7.1.1 Probability of detection and probability of false alarm

The single trial probability of detection  Pd and the single trial probability of false alarm Pfa 

can be determined by following formulas

Pd=∫
V T

∞

ps(z)dz

Pfa=∫
V T

∞

pn( z)dz

,
(7.3)

where ps(z) is the PDF of the envelope r(t) for the case of the signal presence, pn(z) is the PDF 
of the envelope r(t) for the case of the absent signal.

Assuming  the  most  common case  [97],  that  I  and Q parts  of  combination  of  signal  and 

additive noise have a Gaussian distribution, the envelope r(t) can be expressed as √I 2
+Q2

and ps(z) has a Ricean distribution

ps(z )={
z

σn
2
exp(−

z2
+ A2

2σn
2 ) I 0(

zA

σn
2 ) for z≥0

0 otherwise

, (7.4)

Where σn
2 is a root mean square (RMS) noise power, A is a RMS signal amplitude, and I0 

is a modified Bessel function of zeroth order that can be approximated as

I 0( x)≈
ex

√2π x
for x≫1 . (7.5)

In  a  case  that  no  signal  is  present,  the  (7.4)  evaluated  for  A=0  yields  in  pn(z) with 
Rayleigh distribution described as

pn(z)=
z

σn
2 exp(− z2

2σn
2 ) (7.6)
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Using (7.6) for evaluating Pfa with (7.3) we can derive the threshold level VT for desired single 
trial probability of false alarm in terms of measured 1-sigma noise power as follows:

V T=σn√−2 ln P fa (7.7)

The single trial probability of detection Pd is the probability that sample of envelope r(t) will 
exceed the threshold level VT for case H1 (signal plus noise) and can be expressed using (7.3),
(7.4) and (7.6)

Pd= ∫
σn√−2 ln P fa

∞ z
σ n

2 exp(− z2
+ A2

2σn
2 )I 0(

zA
σ n

2 )dz (7.8)

or

Pd=Q [√ A2

σn
2 ,√2 ln(

1
Pfa )] , (7.9)

where Q[.] is Marcum’s Q–function [102]

Q [α ,β]=∫
β

∞

x I 0(α x )exp(−1
2
(x2

+α
2
))dx . (7.10)

There are several approximations for calculation of Marcum’s Q–function, e.g.  [103], [104], 
the latter was used for calculations of the single trial probability of detection versus SNR for 
various values of probability of false alarm at Figure 7.2.
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Since modern radar signals, including ADS-B, consist of several pulses transmitted in one 
message, the single trial detection can be improved by an integration of several pulses and 
evaluation  of  this  result.  We can distinguish  a  coherent  integration,  preserving  the  phase 
relationship between the received pulses, and a non-coherent integration executed after the 
envelope detector, where the phase information is lost.

It can be shown that the coherent integration of of  Np consecutive pulses reduces the noise 
variance (power) by factor Np [105]. Therefore, the required SNR of Np coherently integrated 
pulses  is  Np times  lower  than  SNR  for  single  pulse  for  same  probability  of  detection. 
However,  the  precise  estimation  of  exact  phase  of  each  transmitted  pulse,  especially  in 
a difficult propagation environment, is a very complex task. Therefore, most of radar systems 
use for signal detection an approach of non-coherent integration usually from the reason of 
more simple implementation.

The  criterion  appropriate  for  ranging  oriented  signals  (radar,  navigation  systems)  is  the 
Neyman-Pearson criterion  [106] that maximizes the probability of detection  Pd for a given 
probability of false alarm Pfa by evaluation likelihood ratio with respect to given threshold for 
set of N consecutive signal samples in integration

L(v1 ,…, vN )=
p(v1,… , vN ;H 1)

p(v1,… , vN ;H 0)
≥V T (7.11)
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Figure 7.2: Probability of detection for single trial versus SNR for various values of Pfa  
(10−2 – dashed line, 10−4 – dash-dot line, 10−6 – dotted line, 10−8 – solid line).



where  p(v1 ,… , vN ;H 1)  and  p(v1 ,… , vN ;H 0)  are  the  joint  probability  density 

functions of  N observations  vi under the conditions of signal source presence and absence, 
respectively.

The optimal detector with linear response and assumptions about signal stated by (7.4) and 
(7.6), the likelihood function transforms to

L(v1 ,…, vN)=∏
i−1

N

I 0(
A i v i

σn
2 )≥V T , (7.12)

where I0 is the modified Bessel function of zero order, σn
2  is the noise power, and Ai is the 

amplitude of  the  i–th  pulse which  for  strong signals  (Ai≫σn)  becomes  to  a  form of 

simple linear comparison ∑
i

Ai v i>V T .

The  other  classical  approach to  detection  of  pulse presence  is  a  Bayesian  approach[107], 
minimizing probability of error of choice of opposite hypothesis as correct in contrary to the 
true one. If we assume again two hypotheses, H0, the received signal of pulse duration length 
contents  noise  only,  and  H1,  the  received  signal  of  pulse  duration  contents  signal  with 
amplitude A and additive noise, the probability of error of detection can be written as

Pe=P(H 0∣H 1) P(H1)+P(H 1∣H 0) P(H 0) (7.13)

Then  the  criterion  for  the  declaration  of  H1 as  correct  one  in  case  of  received  signal 

v={v1 ,…, v N}  is

P (v∣H 1)

P(v∣H 0)
>

P(H 0)

P(H 1)
(7.14)

If we consider same conditions of received signal as in previous derivations, i.e. a validity of 
(7.4) and (7.6), and assume equal probability of occurrence of  H0 and  H1, the criterion of 
choice of H1, so the declaration of presence of signal is

A
σn

2 ∑
n=1

N

vn−NA2
>0 (7.15)

The practical realization of the detectors can vary according to signal and application [16], but 
in present systems prevail several non-coherent integration detectors: a moving window, a 
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binary integrator (M of N detector), and a cumulative detection (1 of N detector) [108], [109]. 
Their  principle  is  similar,  they  accumulate  (integrate)  N samples  of  received  signal  and 
compare result with declared threshold.

The common M of N search detector takes N pulses and compares them to the threshold for 
each consecutive pulse. If M or more of them are higher that threshold, the signal is declared 
present (Figure 7.3).

If not, the set is evaluated as without signal presence and the search continues in the next set. 
All  these  tests  can  then  be  described  by  Bernoulli  trials  and  the  binomial  distribution 
characterizes both overall probability of false alarm

PFA=∑
n=M

N

(N
n )(Pfa)

n
(1−Pfa)

N−n (7.16)

and overall probability of detection

PD=∑
n=M

N

(N
n )(Pd)

n
(1−Pd)

N −n . (7.17)

There can be said that integration over several pulses can improve probability of detection for 
given SNR in comparison to single trial detection, as can be seen at Figure 7.4 for various 
numbers of integrated pulses. The numbers respect possible number of evaluated pulses for 
selected parts of ADS–B signal.
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Figure 7.3: Block principle of binary non-coherent integration (M of N detection)



The possible detector approaches and realizations vary according to character of signal that 
has to be detected and processed. The case, common in present radars, when the signal is in 
the form of regular set of pulses, the spectral estimation for signal presence can be used as 
well[110]. The signal (without presence of noise) has a form of uniform pulse train

r (t)=
1

√N T p

∑
n=0

N −1

(η(t−nT r)−η(t−n Tr−T p)) (7.18)

or in case binary PPM modulation

r (t)=
1

√N T p

∑
n=0

N −1

(η(t−n T r−b i

T r

2
)−η(t−n T r−T p−bi

T r

2
)) (7.19)

where N is a number of transmitted pulses, Tp is a pulse duration, Tr is a repetition interval for 

pulses (in case of ADS–B signal  Tr=2Tp),  bi is a value of data bit  {0,1}, and  η(t) is a 

Heaviside step function.

The spectrum of such rectangular uniform pulse sequence has for T r≪1  a form of
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Figure 7.4: Comparison of probability of detection for various numbers of integrated pulses  
with single trial probability of detection for same probability of false alarm Pfa=10-6.(black 

– single pulse trial, blue: solid – N=4, dashed – N=8, dotted – N=40, dash–dotted –  
N=120)



Sr( f )=√(N T p)sinc (πT p f )sinc(π N T r f )exp(− jπ f ((N−1)T r+T p)) (7.20)

with  spectrum  peaks  separated  according  to  time  parameters  (Tp,  Tr)  of  pulse  signal 
(Figure 7.5). The accumulation across several intervals then can be used to increase detection 
probability[110].

7.2 Correlation detector or matched filter for signal 
detection
The power spectrum evaluation is suitable to detect presence of pulse sequence in case of 
moderate SNR values and for regular sequences of pulses, the same approach applied to the 
ADS–B signal with real non-uniform data is less appropriate due to character of real ADS–B 
signal spectrum (Figure 3.2) and other approaches produce more reliable results. There are 
also some proposed methods using evaluation of higher order spectrum characteristics,e.g. 
bispectrum or up to fourth-order moment spectrum [111], [112] but they produce practically 
usable results for very narrowband signals in the presence of Gaussian noise [111].

The approach described in previous chapters works well for uniform set pulses, where the 
benefits of integration can be used. However, for signals with pseudorandom character as in 
the case of ADS–B extended squitter signal, there is a more appropriate approach of matched 
filter or correlation reception that will be described in this chapter. This approach uses the 
benefit  of knowledge of  at  least  the original  waveform of  the signal  and some statistical 
information  about  radio  channel  that  was  used  for  signal  travel  to  construct  optimal 
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Figure 7.5: The PSD of pulse train (adequate to e.g. ADS–B signal with all zeros as data  
values)



detector [107].  The  optimality  of  the  detector  depends  on  the  accurateness  of  statistical 
description of the random parameters.

Assuming N samples of the received signal x(t) obtained at the integer multiples of sampling 

period Ts, i.e. x=x [n]=x (n T s) , n=0,…, N−1 . The hypotheses in the case of presence 

of signal in additive noise have the form

H0 : x [n]=w[n]

H1 : x [n ]=s [n]+w [n]
, n=0 ,…, N−1 . (7.21)

The s[n] is the deterministic signal (in simple form the transmitted signal waveform, in the 
generalized form the signal waveform affected by known or estimated parameters of radio 

channel)  and  w[n]  is  a  zero  mean  Gaussian  noise  process  with  variance  σn
2  and 

autocorrelation function σn
2
δ[n]  where δ[n]  is a discrete delta function.

Applying the condition used for Neyman–Pearson detection criterion, the likelihood function 
for positive detection of signal (i.e. hypothesis H1)

L(x)=
P(x ;H 1)

P(x ;H 0)
>ξ , (7.22)

where ξ  is a stated threshold.

Since x[n] has a normal distribution, the joint probabilities have forms

P(x ;H 1)=
1

(√2σn
2
)

N exp(−1
2σn

2 ∑
n=0

N−1

(x [n]−s [n ])
2)

P(x ;H 1)=
1

(√2σn
2
)

N
exp(−1

2σn
2 ∑

n=0

N−1

(x [n])
2)

. (7.23)

Evaluation of log-likelihood function  using (7.22) and (7.23) yields a criterion for presence 
of signal

∑
n=0

N −1

s [ x] x [n]>σ n
2 ln ξ+

1
2
∑
n=0

N −1

s [n]
2

⏟
ξ '

(7.24)

The evaluated term on the left  side then represents the cross-correlation function between 
deterministic version of signal  s[n], called a  replica, and received from of signal  x[n]. The 
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detector according this approach is then called correlation receiver and its principial block 
scheme is on the Figure 7.6.

The variant with matched filter uses the evaluation of output of an FIR filter that has impulse 
response equal to time mirrored and delayed waveform of replica

h[n]=s [ N−1−n] , n=0 ,…, N−1 (7.25)

The output of such filter would then be 

y [n]=∑
k=0

n

s [N−1−(n−k )] x [k ] (7.26)

and in time n=N−1 it becomes

y [N−1]=∑
k=0

N −1

s [k ] x [k ] (7.27)

which is equal to correlation term from (7.24).

The matched filter is an recommended approximation to maximize SNR even for noises that 
are only close to Gaussian so the further application will be based on this approach.

Our  case  of  signal  detection  is  even  in  simple  case  of  no  multipath  propagation  further 
affected by tolerance of carrier frequency and possible movement of target. So the detection 
problem can be described in first step more precisely as a detection of known signal with 
several unknown parameters in additive noise. The major unknown parameters are the time of 
signal arrival with respect to clock of receiver (further used for statement of TDoA task), the 
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Figure 7.6: Basic scheme of correlation detector



frequency covering  both  the  carrier  frequency remainder  due to  the  tolerance  of  ADS–B 
signal definition and the Doppler frequency, caused by possible movement of the transmitting 
target. The minor unknown parameters is the phase of the signal causing angular shift in OOK 
(on-off keying) constellation representing the PPM signal.

Since two major parameters can be considered as deterministic, the general likelihood ratio 
test  (GLRT)  [107] can  be  applied  for  the  detection  of  the  signal.  The  general  detection 
problem statement is again in the form of two hypotheses

H0 : x [n]=w[n] , n=0 ,…, N−1

H1 :{
x [n]=w [n] , n=0 ,…, n0−1,n0+M ,… , M+N−1

x [n]=A[n]e
j 2π f o n+ϕ

+w[n] , n=n0 ,…, n0+M−1
(7.28)

where  w[n]  is  a  zero mean Gaussian white noise process with variance  σn
2 ,  A[n]  is  a 

sequence of PPM pulses  of  ADS–B signal,  fo is  and frequency offset  of down–converted 
signal from carrier frequency (combining carrier frequency tolerance and Doppler shift), and 
ϕ  is signal phase. The GLRT states signal presence if likelihood ratio

Lg(x)=
P(x ; f̂ o , ϕ̂ ,n̂0,H 1)

P(x ;H0)
>ξ

Lg(x)=

1

(√2σn
2
)

N exp(− 1
2σn

2 ∑
n=n0

n0+M−1

(x [n]−A [n]exp( j2π f̂ o+ϕ̂0))
2)

1

(√2σn
2
)

N
exp(− 1

2σn
2 ∑

n=0

N−1

(x [n ])
2)

>ξ .

(7.29)

Using again the logarithm evaluation we obtain

ln Lg(x)=
1

M σn
2| ∑

n=n0

n0+M−1

x [n] A [n ]e− j 2π f̂ o n|
2

>ξ ' (7.30)

Which  is  actually  a  short–time  periodogram futher  maximized  across  values  of  possible 
delays n0 and frequencies fo 

max
n0,fo

1
M σn

2| ∑
n=n0

n0+M−1

x [n ]A [n]e− j 2π f̂ o n|
2

>ξ ' . (7.31)
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So the practical realization is a search through space of delayed signal replicas and possible 
frequency  offsets  and  looking  for  the  maximum  reaching  over  the  threshold  which 
corresponds with a detector on Figure 7.7.

7.2.1 Proposal of correlator using higher order statistics

The criterion of threshold comparison can provide in some cases multiple positive detections 
across  signal  duration interval.  Moreover,  the width and slope of correlation peak is  also 
affected by the width of signal used for correlation, respective by the width of known signal 
part, e.g. preamble, ans also it is affected by noise and interference. These phenomena bring a 
complication in use of such correlator for estimation of the signal delay.

This fact is even more significant in case of relatively short pseudorandom sequences. The 
Gold codes, pseudorandom sequences used for satellite navigation, provide ratio of maximum 
of autocorrelation function (ACF) and sidelobes as  1+1/N where N is a length of code [29]. 
Since the ADS–B signal is not the specially chosen pseudorandom sequence, its correlation 
properties are naturally weaker as can be sen on Figure 7.8. Moreover, the replica, used for 
correlation with the received signal, shall  consist of known sequence of pulses. This is true 
only  in  special  cases,  in  other  cases  we  can  count  at  least  with  the  preamble  or  with 
combination of preamble and fixed message header (DF, CA, ICAO address). The ambiguity 
in correlation results can be suppressed by using higher order parameters  [112], in our case 
with proposal of higher order correlation.
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Figure 7.7: GLRT based detector of ADS–B signal



Assume the signal x x [n]=s [n ]+w [n ] , n=0,… , N−1  and the replica p0, formed from a 

part  of signal,  p0[n]=s [n] , n=0,…, K−1 , where  K<2N .The correlation function 

will then be defined as

R 1[τ ]=∑
n=0

N −1

s [n] p0
∗
[n−τ]+∑

n=0

N−1

w[n] p0
∗
[n−τ] (7.32)

or in matrix form

R1=P x (7.33)

where  R1={R 1[0] ,…, R 1[N−K−1]}
T  are  N−K results  of  correlation  function, 

x={x [0] , x [1] ,… , x [ N−1]}
T is input signal and P is (N−K )×N matrix with form
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Figure 7.8: ACF of ADS–B signal (low pass equivalent)



P=[
s [0] s [1] ⋯ s [K−1] 0 0 0 ⋯ 0

0 s [0 ] s[1] ⋯ s [K−1] 0 0 ⋯ 0

⋮ ⋮

0 0 0 ⋯ s [0 ] s [1] ⋯ s [K−1] 0
0 0 0 ⋯ 0 s [0 ] s[1] ⋯ s [K−1]

] (7.34)

The auto correlation function of the replica can be expressed as

P2 [k ]=∑
n=0

K−1

p0[n] p0
∗
[k−n] (7.35)

or in matrix form

P2=P1 [IK 0K ]
T
p0 (7.36)

Where P1 is a K×2 K matrix in the same format as P, i.e. populated with shifted vectors 
of  p0. The partial replica we propose for the second order correlation detector for ADS–B 
signal is the preamble with the remaining gap between preamble and data, so with the total 
length of 8 μs. Its autocorrelation function is on Figure 7.9.

The second order correlation is then obtained using R1 and P2 as
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Figure 7.9: ACF of ADS–B preamble



R2=U R 1=[
P2T 0 ⋯ 0 0

0 P 2T
⋯ 0 0

⋮ ⋮

0 0 ⋯ P2T 0
0 0 ⋯ 0 P2T

] [
R 1[0]
R1 [1]

⋮

R 1[N−K−1]
] (7.37)

The criterion is then the search of maximum of second order correlation result over  N−2K 
values of R2.

It has to be clarified that the proposed detector was tailored for the specific format of signal, 
related to ADS–B. The correlator uses the benefit of the gap between the preamble and the 
data part of ADS–B signal forming the specific pattern of correlation function as can be seen 
from Figure XXX. The similar sequence of PPM pulses occurring in the message with lower 
probability, moreover, it will be surrounded by other data pulses thus distorting the correlation 
function pattern. The performance of the detector is compared to the other realizations further 
in Chapter 7.2.4.
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Figure 7.10: Cross–correlation between ADS–B signal and preamble



7.2.2 The multipath propagation impact on signal detection

The described detector can be used also for estimation of time of arrival of the particular 
ADS–B signal, because the maximum of correlation function over generated replica delays 
determines  the  relative  shift  of  the  signal  in  time  with  respect  to  receiver  clocks.  This 
information then can be used in the TDoA solution. The position of maximum of correlation 
function  will  be  corrupted  by  noise  and  mainly  by  the  impact  of  multipath  propagation 
(Figure 7.11)

The received signal at the antenna is accomplished by its attenuated and delayed copy. This 
causes a distortion of received pulses and makes the detection and decoding of signal much 
more complicated. The multipath propagation present in band-limited channels (virtually all 
practically used systems are band limited) causes then intersymbol interference. In case of 
multilateration, where the measurement of ToA of the incoming signal is closely related to 
resulting precision of position determination it can induce an additional position error.

The correlation detector modified for estimation delay is modified using usually two branches 
that  use  replicas  shifted  mutually  by  pulse  duration  Tp and  producing  the  difference  of 
correlator outputs. Since one branch comes sooner that the position of the pulse and the other 
one comes  later, such correlator configuration is called early–late correlator. The results of 
correlations
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Figure 7.11: Multipath propagation principle



RE [τ ]=∑
n=0

N −1

x [n] s[n−τ+
T p

2 ]

RL[ τ]=∑
n=0

N −1

x [n]s [n−τ−
T p

2 ]
(7.38)

are then combined in various manner (a most simple one is RE[ τ]−RL[ τ] ) usually in the 

terms of inphase and quadrature parts of complex envelope and the process itself is known as 
a  delay  discriminator.  This  circuit  with  proper  feedback  blocks  providing  adjustment  of 
variable delay  τ forms circuit  dominantly used in positioning systems and is known as 
a delay locked loop (DLL) [113]. The typical shape of such delay discriminator of early and 
late branches equal to width of signal pulse is shown at Figure 7.12.

The multipath propagation then causes distortion of discriminator curve and thus inducing 
shift  in  the  detection  of  delay  (shift  of  zero  value  from  zero  delay  position  of  delay 
discriminator) which is related to error of position determination. The impact of multipath 
propagation for ADS-B signal to ToA measurement and related error in distance determination 
can be expressed in a form of multipath induced correlator error envelope. We calculated 
multipath error envelope with respect  to  multipath delay based on ADS-B signal  for one 
extended  squitter  message  (length  120  microseconds),  sampling  rate  400MHz,  width  of 
discriminator of 500 ns, and channel with one multipath component with 6dB loss to line-of-
sight  path.  The  result  of  multipath  induced  error  is  at  Figure 7.13 both  for  positive  and 
negative value of reflection component. We can observe the induced error up to 38 meters 
with dominant impact for multipath component delay till 0.6 μs.

It can be seen that multipath error is also affected by chosen bandwidth (it becomes bigger for 
smaller bandwidth, i.e. lower sampling ratios) [114] therefore the design of receiver has to be 
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Figure 7.12: Delay discriminator response example for distance δ=Tp
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taken into account during the signal processing. We can see the result for sampling 40 MHz 
on the Figure 7.14. 
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Figure 7.13: Multipath error envelope for ADS–B single message correlation for sampling 
frequency 400 MHz

Figure 7.14: Multipath error envelope for ADS–B single message correlation for sampling  
frequency 40 MHz



Since the ADS–B signal is in general principle with unknown content (although we are able to 
predict  some of the messages  content)  we also investigated the impact  of choice of only 
portion of the signal as a replica to provide correlation operation. The significant parts are the 
preamble (8 μs), the preamble together with fixed part of ADS–B DF 17 message, including 
the 24 bits of ICAO address (40 μs). The multipath induced error for these replicas applied to 
the ADS–B signal are together with full length of replica at the Figure 7.15.

As we expected, the shorter replicas perform worse resistance to multipath induced error, but 
the common region remains same at the beginning of the message,  i.e. till first of the pulse of 
the preamble.

The correlation properties  are  dependent  on the signal  waveform, therefore the design of 
navigation system signals is oriented to produce pseudo-random sequences (e.g. Gold codes 
for GPS). The ADS–B signal can be considered as pseudo-random to some extent, strongly 
dependent  on data  message  content.  For  comparison as  an  extreme case,  the  Figure 7.16 
presents multipath induced error for ADS–B signal containing message with zero content, 
which means regular sequence of uniform pulses. We can see that the maximal value of error 
remains the same but it occurs also beyond first pulse interval due to periodical nature of the 
signal waveform. The possible improvement is in a “randomization” of the ADS–B signal 
which is possible only to some extent because the parameters of the standard does not allow 
too big extension of bandwidth or modification of the shape pulses or PPM modulation. The 
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Figure 7.15: Multipath induced error for ADS–B signal using different replica lengths  
(120 μs – green, 40 μs – red, 8 μs – blue)



possible approach was used in  [115] introducing the pseudorandom BPSK modulation into 
PPM pulses with improvement of correlation peak to sidelobes ratio by about 6 dB but it 
assumes the a priori knowledge of signal content.

It can be concluded, that the multipath propagation is a significant contributor to the error of 
the delay estimation for the purpose of TDoA and further we will propose mechanism to deal 
and potentially suppress its impact.

7.2.3 Signal detection in presence of multipath

The use of detection can be further extended to general case of correlated noise samples and 
random signal [107], which is more often in the case of reception in difficult environment. In 

case that signal  s is a random process with normal distribution, mean μs  and covariance 

matrix Cs and additive noise w is zero mean white Gaussian with covariance matrix Cw , the 
Neyman–Pearson likelihood function for hypotheses x=w and x=s+w has a form of
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Figure 7.16: Multipath induced envelope for ADS–B signal with data bins equal to zero



L(x)=

1

√(2π)
N
|(C s+Cw)|

exp(−1
2
(x−μ s)

T
(C s+C w)

−1
(x−μs))

1

√(2 π)
N
|(Cw)|

exp(−1
2
xTCw

−1x)
>ξ (7.39)

which  after  simplification  of  using  log-likelihood  variant  and  inclusion  of  non-random 
parameters independent on received signal to the comparison level results in

xT (C s+Cw)
−1

μ s+x
TCw

−1C s(C s+Cw)
−1x>ξ ' (7.40)

where  first  part  is  equivalent  to  matched  filter  with  noise  correlation  suppression 
(prewhitening)  and  second  part  is  an  estimator–correlator  in  the  form  of 

xTCw
−1C s(C s+Cw)

−1 x=xT Cw
−1 ŝ ,  where  ŝ=C s(C s+Cw)

−1x is  a  MMSE  (minimum 

mean square error) estimate of s from current realization of x, de facto application of Wiener 
filter [65].

In case of multipath channel propagation, the received signal can be modeled according to 
multipath channel model in Chapter 6. So the detection hypotheses will have a form of

H0 : x [n]=w [n] , n=0 ,…, N−1

H1 : x [n ]=∑
k=0

K−1

h [k ]s [n−k ]+w [n ] , n=0 ,…, N−1
, (7.41)

where N=S+K−1 and S is a length of signal s[n]. The signal model can be described in matrix 
form as

x=H θ+w (7.42)

where  w=σn
2 I  is  Gaussian  zero  mean  uncorrelated  normal  distributed  noise,  θ are 

channel tap weights θ=[h[0] ,…, h [K−1]]
T , and H with dimensions N×K

H=[
s[0] 0 ⋯ 0 0
s [1] s[0] 0 ⋮

⋮ s [1] s [0] 0
s[K−1] ⋮ s [1] s[0]

0 s [K−1] ⋮ s [1]
⋮ ⋮ s[K−1] ⋮

0 0 ⋯ 0 s[K−1]

] (7.43)
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For a common case of random time invariant channel (as we can consider for small time 
intervals), the θ  has a normal zero mean distribution with covariance matrix independent on 

w  with  form  Ch=diag(σh ,0
2 ,σh ,1

2 ,… ,σh , K−1
2

) ,  these  values  represent  a  multipath  delay 

profile [97]. The metrics L(x) from (7.40) then becomes

L(x)=xT HChH
T
(HChH

T
+σn

2 I )−1 x>ξ ' . (7.44)

Using the Woodbury matrix identity for term inside the brackets we obtain

L(x)=xT HCh(H
T

σn
2 −

H T H

σn
4 (

H T H

σn
2 +Ch

−1)
−1

H T) x>ξ ' (7.45)

Since the columns of H are a shifted version of each other, for the pseudorandom nature of the 
signal ,as ADS–B signal is, they can be considered as approximately orthogonal and therefore 

HT H=ϵs I  where ϵs=∑
k=0

K−1

s[k ]2 . The previous term for metrics then can be expressed 

as

L(x)=xT H(
Ch

σn
2 −

ϵsCh

σn
4 (

ϵs

σn
2 I+Ch

−1

)
−1

)HT x>ξ ' . (7.46)

The term inside the brackets is a diagonal matrix consisting of energy of signal and variances 

of the channel and noise with elements  ii equal to  σ h, i
2

/(ϵs σh , i
2

+σn
2
) . So the detector of 

signal in case of multipath propagation will have the form of

L' (x)=∑
k=0

K−1 σh
2 , k

ϵsσ h
2 , k+σn

2 ( ∑
n=k

S−1+k

x [k ] s[n−k ])
2

, (7.47)

and the scheme of detector  on Figure 7.17. This format of detector is then further used for 
signal detection evaluation in case of channel equalization tests.
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7.2.4 Performance tests of signal detectors

The set of tests was executed to evaluate the performance of ADS–B signal detection for 
several scenarios.  The three kinds of detectors were used,  the detector  based on classical 
MofN integration approach, the detector with matched filter (correlation) and the proposed 
detector using the second order correlation. There was made an evaluation of Probability of 
error in detection of beginning of ADS–B signal, i.e. the position of the first of pulses from 
preamble. The scenarios were set as follows:

• Scenario 1 – plain ADS–B signal in AWGN

• Scenario 2 – ADS–B signal in multipath channel

During  each  of  scenarios,  the  Monte  Carlo  method  was  used  for  evaluation  of  detector 
performance.  For  each configuration,  there  was  executed  a   set  of  10 000 simulations  in 
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Figure 7.17: Combiner detector for TDL modeled multipath channel



Matlab with random generated data and with variable SNR of AWGN. Both the signal and the 
noise were generated in terms of low pass equivalent, i.e. as a complex envelope of ADS–B 
signal. The sampling frequency for all simulations was 40 MHz.

Scenario 1 – ADS–B signal in AWGN channel

Although all detectors work successfully in sufficient SNR above 1 dB, the both matched 
filter and second order correlator outperformed plain integrator in terms of sufficient SNR for 
producing same value of precision in determination of message start. The Figure 7.18 shown 
comparison of all detectors in dependence of RMS of error on SNR, the Figures  7.19–7.21 
show each detector dependence of mean of error in samples together with standard deviation 
of  the  error.  There  can  be  seen  a  consistency  of  standard  deviation  of  error  throughout 
variable SNR in comparison with decrease of error spread in case of second order correlator 
with increasing SNR.
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Figure 7.18: RMS error of detectors in case of channel with AWGN and variable SNR
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Figure 7.19: Mean (solid) and standard deviation (dashed) of error in samples for message  
start detection dependence on SNR  for matched filter detector in scenario 1

Figure 7.20: Mean (solid) and standard deviation (dashed) of error in samples for message  
start detection dependence on SNR  for integrator detector in scenario 1



Scenario 2 – ADS–B signal in multipath channel

Since  it  would  be  extremely  time  consuming  (or  almost  impossible)  to  test  all  possible 
multipath  cases,  there  were  chosen  the  significant  cases  that  can  bring  potential 
complications. The first case (A) is a case of single multipath component with delay 125 ns, 
phase shift  π,  and relative amplitude  0.5 (with respect  to  direct  component   equal  to  1), 
causing  the  negative  cut  of  the  preamble  pulses,  the  second  case  (B)  has  two  multipath 
components, first with delay 475 ns, phase 0, and relative amplitude 0.5, second with delay 
600ns, phase 0, and relative amplitude 0.25. The second case produces attenuated copy of the 
pulse before and thus filling the spaces between preamble pulses. The third case (C) has a 
single mutipath component with delay 150 ns, phase shift 0 and relative amplitude 0.5. This 
case virtually “amplifies” the direct signal with a change of the raising part of pulses. The 
RMS errors for all cases are in Figure 7.22, the values of means and standard deviations are in 
Appendix B.
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Figure 7.21: Mean (solid) and standard deviation (dashed) of error in samples for message 
start detection dependence on SNR for second order correlator in scenario 1
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(A)

(B)

(C)

Figure 7.22: RMS error for detectors in Scenario 2: cases (A) - top, (B) - middle, (C) - bottom



As can be  seen,  the  multipath  propagation  affect  mainly  the  integration  detector,  but  the 
impact  can  be  observable  on  two remaining detectors  as  well,  the  case  C speeds up  the 
convergence to the correct delay of signal because of de facto providing a approximate sum of 
the  same signal  with  uncorrelated  noise  and thus  virtually  improving the  SNR.  However 
neither in this case nor in other two cases the detection error did not drop below the values of 
250 ns, which is the duration of one symbol, so the multipath induced error can even for high 
SNR bring additional  worsening of position determination,  where 250 ns is  equivalent of 
7.5 m  of  pseudorange  error.  Therefore  the  proposed  intent  of  application  of  channel 
equalization can bring suppression of this error.

7.3 ADS–B data symbol estimation
The estimation of data bin can be executed after positive evaluation of signal presence. The 
estimation  of  the  value  of  each  consecutive  PPM  pulse  can  be  evaluated  using  either 
Neyman–Pearson approach or the Bayesian approach in the same manner as was described in 
Chapter 7.1.1. Since the data bit is specified by the PPM pulse, the hypotheses can be stated 
as follows:

H1 : x [n ]=s1[n]+w[n]

H0 : x [n]=s0[n ]+w [n]
, n=0 ,… ,N p−1 (7.48)

Where s1[n] and s0[n] is a PPM signal related to bit “1” and “0”, respectively (Figure 2.2), and 
Np is  a  duration  of  one  symbol  in  ADS–B message  in  samples.  The  here  more  natural 
Bayesian approach then yields in a minimal probability of error receiver[107] 

P (x∣H1)

P( x∣H 0)
>

P(H 0)

P(H 1)
=1 → H1 , otherw .H 0 (7.49)

So in practical realization it is comparison of correlation results between signal x and replicas 
s1 and s0 as described on the scheme at Figure 7.23.
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It is evident that probability of error for data symbols will be proportionally dependent on 
precision  of  the  determination  of  the  beginning  of  the  ADS–B  signal  therefore  the 
mechanisms in chapters dedicated to signal detection error will apply here too. The above 
defined  approach  for  symbol  determination  is  further  used  in  evaluation  of  impact  of 
equalization of radio channel during simulated and practical tests.

7.4 Probability of single ADS–B message reception
The ADS–B full message reception and decoding is affected not only by the radio channel 
characteristics performed on signal itself but also by the co-channel interference. Since the 
ADS−B service does not use any message traffic management, the most common source of 
interference are other ADS–B messages. 

At first, we can express the probability of messages collision and then use it to formulate the 
probability of correct reception of an ADS–B message. If we assume that a message generated 
by ADS–B transponder is a random variable with Poisson distribution (common distribution 
to express probability of occurrence of some event in a fixed interval[116]), the probability of 
arrival of k messages in time t is

P(k , t)=
(λ t)k

k!
e−λ t (7.50)

where λ=N⋅rgen is a messages generation rate for N visible aircrafts and rgen is a message 

generation rate of a single ADS–B transponder.
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Figure 7.23: Minimum probability of error based receiver for ADS–B symbol detection and 
decoding



If we assume the duration of a single ADS–B message as τ, the number of messages received 
by a ADS–B receiver is

M r=λ τ=N rgen τ (7.51)

If  the  single  message  arrives  to  the  receiver  at  particular  time  t0,  to  prevent  a  messages 
conflict, another message cannot come during an time interval of length 2 τ symmetrically 
placed around t0. The probability of no conflict is then equal of probability of zero occurrence 
of message in interval 2 τ

Pnc=P(0,2 τ)=e−λ2 τ
=e−2M r (7.52)

Using the 7.52, the probability of message collision during reception is then expressed as

Pcol=1−Pnc=1−e−2 M r (7.53)

The probability  is  then dependent  on number of reachable aircrafts  as  seen in  Figure for 
airborne and ground cases of generation of ADS–B messages.

Since the ADS–B system was preliminary designed for airborne use with low obstructions in 
the travel path of the radio signal, the use of the system in ground operation has to address 
also the impact of signal blockage, in-band interference caused by multipath propagation, and 
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Figure 7.24: Probability of collision of ADS–B messages dependent on number of aircrafts for  
airborne message rate (blue) and ground message rate (red)



out-of-band  interference  by  transmission  in  the  vicinity  of  the  1090 MHZ  band.  These 
phenomena can be considered as an decrease of signal to noise ratio and therefore increase of 
the  probability  of  error  detection  of  the  data  symbols.  Another  impact  to  the  mentioned 
probability has an above described case of collisions with other ADS–B signals. Let’s take a 
closer look to a case of reception of message without collisions.

If we assume the probability of the error of channel symbol Pse and the number of symbols of 
ADS–B message n, the probability of a correct reception of the ADS–B message is

Pd=(1−P se)
n
≈1−nPse (7.54)

where approximation for small values of Pse is made using a binomial expansion

(1−P se)
n
=∑

k=0

n

(n
k )1

n−k
(−P se)

k
=1−nPse+

n(n−1)

2!
Pse

2
−

n(n−1)(n−2)
3!

Pse
3
+… (7.55)

If we consider the event of no collision of ADS–B messages as A and an event of correct 
reception of message as B, the probability Pr of correctly received ADS–B message without 
collision is

Pr=P (B , A)=P(B∩A )=P(B / A)P( A) (7.56)

where P(A) is a probability of no conflict of messages and P(B/A) is a probability of correct 
reception of ADS–B message in case of no conflict during transmission interval.

Finally, substituting  7.52 and  7.54 to  7.56, we obtain the probability of correctly received 
ADS–B message without conflict as

Pr=Pd⋅Pnc=(1−Pse)
n
⋅e−λ2 τ

≈(1−nP se)⋅e−N rgen2 τ (7.57)
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The probability of ADS–B message reception for various symbol error probabilities, airborne 
or  ground message generation rate,  and various  number of  visible  aircrafts  is  depicted at 
Figure 7.25.

As  can  be  seen,  the  symbol  decoding  probability  has  bigger  influence  to  the  message 
reception and decoding success than absolute number of visible aircrafts, so occurrence of 
messages collision for reasonable amount of signal sources plays minor role to the message 
decoding.
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Figure 7.25: Probability of ADS–B message reception in dependence to number of visible  
aircrafts for various channel symbol probabilities (10-2 — blue, 10-3 — red, 10-4 — green)  

and airborne (solid) or ground (dashed) message generation rate



8 The ADS–B signal reception based on 
estimation and equalization
The radio channel for transmission of ADS–B signal can have several significantly different 
forms,  the  air–air  radio  channel  during  transmission  between  two  airborne  aircrafts,  air–
ground channel for reception of signals broadcast by airborne aircraft to an observer on the 
ground or  land–mobile  channel  for  airport  facilities  and taxiing  or  standing aircrafts  and 
airport infrastructure equipped ADS–B transmitters (cars,etc.). Our focus is the land–mobile 
channel that brings the most difficult propagation environment from three mentioned and can 
complicate  successful  ATC operations  at  the  airport  and in  its  close  vicinity.  The typical 
situations that occur at the airport are signal attenuation, signal blockage, and signal travel 
through multipath propagation (Figure 8.1).

The ideal radio channel would be defined by its impulse response as an single Dirac delta 
function (or unit impulse in sampled representation of the channel) with amplitude related to 
attenuation of signal during its travel path and time shift representing the delay caused by 
signal travel. The frequency band limitation of radio channel brings possible threat of inter-
symbol interference by shaping the transmitted signal pulse symbol pulses. This fact can be 
suppressed or completely prevented by careful design of the signal waveform.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8.1: Typical airport airside area propagation environment with examples of LOS – 
line-of-sight signal propagation (a) and NLOS – non-line-of-sight signal propagation with a  

shadowing of direct signal (b)



In case of corruption by the multipath propagation the impulse response is formed by several 
non-zero  impulses  representing  the  related  multipath  components.  Their  value  can  be 
generally complex to respect both attenuation and phase change and their delay represents the 
length of particular multipath component travel path.

The estimation of channel symbols by optimal MLSE method leads to exponential increase of 
signal  space  metrics  computation  and thus  is  in  practical  use not  the meaningful  way of 
received signal processing in channels with multipath propagation [97]. The more reasonable 
from the point of realization is an sub-optimal equalization using a linear transversal filtering 
applied to the received signal to produce estimates of message symbols.

The equalization process is generally a mechanism counteracting to phenomena causing a 
signal distortion during its way through radio channel. The aim is to minimize their impact to 
symbol  decoding  and  timing  synchronization.  The  equalizer  actually  tries  to  construct  a 
reverse  system to  the  channel  impulse  response  to  correct  the  multipath  distortion  while 
simultaneously reject or not emphasize the additional uncorrelated interference (narrowband 
interference,  noise).  In  case  of  unstructured  interference,  e.g.  AWGN, the  possibilities  of 
equalizer are very poor, however, in case of structured interference (other artificial signal), the 
equalizer can often reduce its impact.

The simple approach of equalizers, that use the taps of transversal filter delayed equivalent to 
symbol rate fails in performance for channels, that does not in the spectral  characteristics 
exhibit spectral nulls, which is not the case of radio propagation. Therefore the approach to 
equalization was directed towards decision feedback equalizers. If the parameters of radio 
channel are known or estimated, the linear or non-linear approaches can be used, using either 
peak-distortion criterion or mean square error (MSE) criterion.

However, when the knowledge about the radio channel is not known or can change in time, 
the classical transversal filter based algorithm works with problems. Therefore the approach 
of adaptive equalizers, both linear and non linear, is introduced.

8.1 Trained least squares (LS) equalization
This  approach is  quite  suitable  for  ADS–B signal  because  of  the  known structure  of  the 
transmitted signal. The preamble or even the beginning of the signal data part can work as an 
training sequence to adjust the coefficients of equalizer impulse response. The basic concept 
is depicted on Figure 8.2.
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The relationship between received signal and the equalizer output can be described by simple 
FIR filter convolution operation

y [n]=∑
k=0

K −1

f k x [n−k ] (8.1)

or depicted as a tapped delay line (Figure 8.3).
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Figure 8.2: Trained equalizer block scheme

Figure 8.3: Tapped delay line form of FIR filter, where z−1 block represents delay by one 
sample



So the N output samples of y[n] can be obtained by

[
y [n]

y [n+1]
⋮

y [n+N−2]

y [n+N−1]
]=[

x [n] x [n−1] ⋯ x [n−K+1]
x [n+1] x [n] x [n−K+2]

⋮ ⋮

x [n+N−2] x [n+N−3 ] x [n+N−K−1]
x [n+N−1] x [n+N−2] ⋯ x [n+N−K ]

][
f 0

f 1

⋮
f K −2

f K −1

]
or

y=TX f

(8.2)

where TX is a Toeplitz matrix consisting of values of received signal.

The least squares equalization process is then based on expression of error metrics between 
transmitted signal (or its delayed version used as training signal) and received and equalized 
signal with the help of parameters of equalization FIR filter. The minimization of this metric 
across values of filter coefficients provides the best design for equalization solution [117].

The  vector  of  errors  ϵ={e [n] , e [n+1] ,…, e [n+ N−1]} is  produced  by  differences  of 

delayed  training  signal  sequence  s={s[n−δ] , s [n+1−δ] ,…, s [n+N−1−δ]} and 

equalized  sequence  y={y [n] , y [n+1] ,…, y [n+N−1]} and  the  equalization  metric  is  a 

sum of squares of errors

J LS (f ,δ)=‖s− y‖2
=‖s−T X f‖

2
=ϵ

H
ϵ= ∑

i=n

n+N −1

|e [ i]|2 (8.3)

and after substitution 

J LS (f ,δ)=(s−T x f )
H
(s−T x f )=sH s−2 sH T x f+(T x f )

HT x f (8.4)

Since sH s is not function of f, the minimal value of metric depends of the second and the 

third terms of (8.4). The minimum of J LS occurs for given δ in case of

f LS=(Tx
H Tx)

−1T x
H s (8.5)

The minimal value of metric is then

J LS
min

( f LS ,δ)=sH
[ I−Tx (Tx

HT x)
−1T x

H
] s (8.6)

The algorithm to achieve the best possible solution is then for set length of equalizer (i.e. 
number of taps of FIR filter) calculate minimal metric for every delta and then choose the best 
one and the related filter coefficients.
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The search can be implemented as investigation of result of a matrix construction using 
possible delays for chosen length of equalizer. The signal with possible delays 
δ=0 ,…, D−1

S=[
s[n+D−1] s [n+ D−2] ⋯ s [n+1] s [n]

s [n+D ] s [n+1]
⋮ ⋯ ⋮

s[n+D+N−2] s [n+D+N−3] ⋯ s[n+N ] s[n+N−1]
] (8.7)

is compared with equalized result

XF=[
x [D ] x [D−1] ⋯ x [D−K+1]

x [D+1] x [D ]

⋮ ⋮

x [D+N−1] ⋯ x [D+N−K ]
] [

f 0,0 f 0,1 ⋯ f 0 , D−1

f 1,0 f 1,1 ⋯ f 1 , D−1

⋮ ⋮

f K −1,0 f K −1,1 ⋯ f K−1 , D−1
] (8.8)

The jth column of F corresponding to delay of j-1 producing with X result approximating the 
jth column of S. The LS solution of F is according to (8.5)

FLS=(XH X)
−1 XH S (8.9)

In order to the existing term of (XH X)
−1 the N>K+D−1 must be satisfied. Then the 

minimum of metric, for jth column of F is according to (8.6)

J LS
min

(F j)=S j
H
[I−X (X H X )

−1 XH
]S j (8.10)

approximating the jth column of S. Then set of these minimal values are along the diagonal of 
J LS

min matrix and the desired minimal value is an j,j element of 

SH
[I−X(XH X)

−1 XH
]S (8.11)

The described method was then the object of the simulations described further in this work to 
verify its feasibility in case of ADS–B signal.

The other known approach using the knowledge of transmitted signal as training sequence 
described in [118] uses the two way communication where the receiver a predetermined pilot 
part to the transmitter and using the assumption of symmetrical communication channel the 
transmitter modifies the next transmission of data to compensate the channel distortion. The 
concept assumes slow fading channel with changes of channel response to be negligible for 
coherence time which shall be bigger than duration of pilot and data. The principle of training 
sequence is the same as in case of proposed solution for ADS–B, the benefit can be seen in 
lower  complexity  of  receiver  signal  processing  because  the  signal  is  inverted  to  channel 
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distortion in transmitter. It is however paid by a necessity of two way communication, which 
is hardly feasible in ADS–B systems.

The  whole  class  of  equalizers  works  without  a  priori  knowledge  of  training  sequence, 
generally is such kind of process called as a blind equalization. Their methods to obtain an 
information  about  channel  vary  according  to  system  of  transmission[119]–[121] or 
modulation used  [122].  These methods are usually more computationally  demanding than 
equalizers with training sequence so in our case we can avoid them.

8.2 The simulations for evaluation of equalization 
algorithm for ADS–B signal
The  set  of  simulations  in  Matlab  was  executed  for  evaluation  of  performance  of  the 
equalization algorithm described in previous chapter. The several different channels described 
by their impulse response were generated and the algorithm was applied to the data produced 
by these  channels.  The evaluation  was  made for  sampling  frequency of  20  MHz,  which 
corresponds with parameters of the receiver, that was used for testing the ADS–B reception 
and processing on the real data. The test were made for additional AWGN with SNR in range 
of -6 dB to 4 dB with step 0.1 dB for 10 000 repetitions with each SNR value. As a reference 
result, the no equalization case for particular response was evaluated as well.

The  first  set  of  figures  (Figure  8.4–8.6)  corresponds  to  the  channel  response  (A)  from 
Scenario  2  in  chapter  with  simulations  of  impact  of  multipath  propagation  on  message 
detection  precision  (Chapter 7.2.4).  The three  selected  equalizer  lengths  were chosen,  the 
length 7 that is shorter than some of impulse responses, the length 14, that is on par with the 
impulse responses and the length 20, which is longer than all of evaluated responses.
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Figure 8.4: The results for channel response (A), equalizer length 7 and various delays δ.  
BER (left) and Jmin (right) dependence on SNR



The equalization algorithm improves  the  BER for  all  values  of  delta  with best  result  for 
shortest delay. The longer delay performance decrease is caused by inclusion of more samples 
without  multipath  interference  but  with AWGN. The best  performance of  delay 4 is  also 
shown by lowest value of Jmin across all values of SNR.

The situation for equalizer of length 14 remains consistent with the previous one, again the 
lowest delay approximates the signal model with the best results.

The longest evaluated equalizer produces same results as in the previous two cases with the 
best performance for shortest delay. The reason is, that the delay of the multipath component 
(125 ns) is a fraction with respect to length of ADS–B pulse 500 ns so the interference has 
similar impact as band limitation of the channel causing distortion of pulse slopes.
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Figure 8.5: The results for channel response (A), equalizer length 14 and various delays δ.  
BER (left) and Jmin (right) dependence on SNR

Figure 8.6: The results for channel response (A), equalizer length 20 and various delays δ.  
BER (left) and Jmin (right) dependence on SNR



The second set of tests was done for impulse response (B) from scenario 2 with results on 
Figures  8.7–8.9. The other conditions (equalizer lengths, delays, SNR range) remained the 
same.

Here  can  be  seen  a  significant  property  of  the  equalization  algorithm  that  the  Jmin as 
an optimization criterion fails in the case that the equalizer length is shorter than the channel 
delay profile. The equalizer then provides faulty results.

The equalizer length 14 already produces an improvement of BER for some δ value (δ = 4) 
and the criterion of is already valid for moderate SNR values although it does not provide 
unambiguous information about the choice of proper δ.
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Figure 8.7: The results for channel response (B), equalizer length 7 and various delays δ.  
BER (left) and Jmin (right) dependence on SNR

Figure 8.8: The results for channel response (B), equalizer length 14 and various delays δ.  
BER (left) and Jmin (right) dependence on SNR



The increase of the length of the equalizer did not bring a substantial improvement in BER. 
The break border in the improvement with respect to non equalized case remains about 0 dB 
of SNR but the optimal choice of δ = 11 is  now not any of the margin values as in the  
previous  cases.  It  can  be  said,  that  this  case  represents  the  one of  the  more complicated 
scenarios for equalizer.

To consider the possible impact of equalizer and delay choice in case of such problematic 
response  the  simulations  for  combination  of  lengths  and  delays  were  executed.  The 
combinations of equalizer length Eq_lenght = 2,…, 20 and delays δ = 1,…,Eq_length−1 in the 
range of SNR −2 dB,,…,2 dB was evaluated by Monte Carlo method with 1000 iterations. 
The equalizer used replica constructed from 8 μs of ADS–B signal (equal to preamble up to 
data part). The results are shown for selected values of SNR in Figures 8.10–8.12.
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Figure 8.9: The results for channel response (B), equalizer length 20 and various delays δ.  
BER (left) and Jmin (right) dependence on SNR

Figure 8.10: The BER (left, in form of log10(.) )  and Jmin (right, normalized to maximum) 
values across equalizer length (eq.length) and δ for SNR=−1.8 dB 



The uper  right  triangles of all  figures represent the unrealizable combination of equalizer 
length and δ, so they are not relevant for evaluation.  The criterion of  Jmin works well for 
moderte and better SNR (SNR > 0 dB) since the differences between values of Jmin are bigger 
as can be seen from colorbar ranges. The optimal combinations for SNR above 0 dB are 
equalizer length between 11–17 and delta 2–6 (the complete table in Appendix C).
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Figure 8.11: The BER (left, in form of log10(.) )  and Jmin (right, normalized to maximum) 
values across equalizer length (eq.length) and δ for SNR=0 dB

Figure 8.12: The BER (left, in form of log10(.) )  and Jmin (right, normalized to maximum) 
values across equalizer length (eq.length) and δ for SNR=1.9 dB



The third described set of simulations (Figures 8.13–8.15) uses channel response representing 
the  NLOS  case,  the  direct  component  with  the  relative  amplitude  0.2  and  the  complex 
multipath component with delay 0.5 μs and relative amplitude 0.707e0.142j.

In case that the direct component provides at  least  minimal level for the detection of the 
signal, the mechanism of equalizer can improve the BER also for the NLOS case, as can be 
seen  even  in  case  of  shortest  variant  of  evaluated  equalizer.  The  remaining  lengths  of 
equalizers continue then in consistency of BER improvement with  Jmin as an unambiguous 
criterion.
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Figure 8.13: The results for simulation of NLOS channel, equalizer length 7 and various  
delays δ. BER (left) and Jmin (right) dependence on SNR

Figure 8.14: The results for simulation of NLOS channel, equalizer length 14 and various  
delays δ. BER (left) and Jmin (right) dependence on SNR



As the results of simulations had shown, the critical parameter for equalizer performance is 
the relation between its length and delay profile of the radio channel. This is the reason, why 
it is necessary to make at least an estimation of impulse response of the radio channel for 
particular application.

Since the aim of the work is the airport area and ADS–B service, the natural case is to make a 
set of measurements at the particular airport. Thanks to the Civil Aviation Authority of the 
Czech Republic (Úřad pro civilní letectví ČR) we could make a set of measurements at the 
Prague Vaclav Havel  airport  to  obtain the data  for the estimation of  the average impulse 
response (mainly the number of substantial taps of the impulse response) [123].

The measurement in the first phase used existing set of MLAT (multilateration) transponders 
that were installed at  the Vaclav Havel Airport Prague to provide stable source of known 
signal.  The measured locations were chosen to cover all  typical cases of combinations of 
source, receiver, and obstacles to be able to evaluate both LOS (line of sight) and NLOS (non 
line of sight) cases of reception. Moreover, the effect of distance of possible obstacles for 
producing multipath components of the received signal was taken into account during choice 
of measurement points.  The map of airport  that shows measurement points and evaluated 
sources is at Figure 8.16.
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Figure 8.15: The results for simulation of NLOS channel, equalizer length 20 and various  
delays δ. BER (left) and Jmin (right) dependence on SNR



These transponders periodically broadcast ADS-B extended squitter signals at the frequency 
1090 MHz. The incoming signal was received by specially designed WNav receiver  [124] 
equipped by suitable ADS-B antenna and selective preamplifier installed in laptop via PCI-E 
interface. The  position  of  the  measurement  points  was  obtained from GPS receiver  with 
antenna placed together  with ADS-B antenna on the roof of the measuring vehicle.  Each 
measurement  consisted  of  several  records,  each  of  them  with  one  second  duration.  The 
received signal was sampled with sampling frequency of 20 MHz in the form of complex 
envelope.  Appropriate  signal  samples  for  both  in-phase  and  quadrature  part  of  complex 
envelope (lowpass-equivalent signal) were then stored in laptop and external drive for further 
post processing.

The focus was aimed to search ADS-B extended squitter data, thus responses in modes A/C 
and S without extended data had to be excluded from processing. This was done by the search 
for a pattern equal to Mode S. Then the length was checked to exclude “short” responses 
without  extended  squitter  data.  The  result  was  then  processed  for  obtaining  the  impulse 
response estimate.  Since we could  test  the algorithm on known data  provided by MLAT 
transponders, we could generate proper replicas.

The recorded signal in therms of complex envelope was subject to several phenomena, related 
to radio channel and signal definition as described in previous chapters. The residual carrier 
wave  offset  induced  distortion  caused  by  allowed  variance  of  transmitter’s  carrier  wave 
frequency as specified in was resolved using the GLRT based detector expressed in (7.31). 
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Figure 8.16: Situation plan of the Vaclav Havel Airport Prague with view to positions of  
transmitters (TXAxx) and measured points (00x) (shown on map layer of OSM maps)



The  remaining  phase  shift  does  not  produce  a  problem  in  envelope  based  decoding  of 
symbols.

The  received signal  and the  replica  generated  according to  the  knowledge  of  the  MLAT 
transmitter data were used for least squares (LS) based estimation of impulse response to form 
a power delay profile of the radio channel, mainly to provide information about the length of 
impulse  response  that  limits  the  minimal  length  of  equalizer  as  was  demonstrated  in 
simulation part.

For the LS estimation, we assume that the discrete channel output can be expressed by general 
discrete convolution of input signal and impulse response. For real situation we can assume 
that the impulse response is finite in time i.e. it can be considered zero or negligible outside 
time  interval  <0,mmax>.  Then  the  convolution  will  run  through  finite  interval  and  can  be 
expressed as

~y [k ]=∑
m=0

mmax

~x [k−m ]h[m ] (8.12)

where  ~x [k ] are  samples  of  input  (transmitted)  signal,  ~y [k ]  are  samples  of  output 

(received) signal, and  h[m ]  is a channel impulse response. The symbol ~ denotes low-

pass-equivalent form (complex envelope) of affected signals.

The K samples of output signal can be obtained using matrix operation of K+mmax+1 samples 
of input signal, mmax+1 samples of impulse response and noise

y=Mh+w (8.13)

in a form

[
~y [0 ]
~y [1]
⋮

~y [K−1]
]=[

~x [0 ] ~x [−1] ⋯ ~x [−mmax]
~x [1] ~x [0] ~x [1−mmax]

⋮ ⋮
~x [K−1] ~x [K−2] ⋯ ~x [K−1−mmax]

] [
h[0]
h[1]
⋮

h[mmax ]
]+[

w[0]

w [1]
⋮

w[mmax]
] (8.14)

From this term we can obtain LS (least  squares) estimate of the desired channel  impulse 
response [97]

 
1T T

est y


h M M M (8.15)
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The average values of impulse for LOS a NLOS cases had shown, that channel taps over 
350 ns can be considered negligible [5]. The examples of normalized power delay profiles (to 
the highest component) are shown at Figure 8.17.

The separation of delays of the rays Δτ = τi+1˗ττi obtained from estimated power delay profiles 
is  much lower than ADS-B data symbol duration  TS,  here Δτ/TS = 0.05 for  TS  equal to 1 
microsecond. According to  [125] we can then consider the channel to be frequency non–
selective and the equalizer approach can be fully applied. From the channel values variation 
point of view, ADS-B response received from landing or taxiing airplane can be affected also 
by Doppler shift of the transmitted signal. The caused shift for typical speed of 160 knots is 
for the 1090 MHz signal in the order of kHz and therefore several orders bellow allowed 
variance of the carrier  wave of the transmitter  (1000 ppm)  [12].  The other objects  at  the 
airport ground (support, guidance and airport authority vehicles), they move with even lower 
speed. Thus, for current set of signal sources the Doppler spread and its impact to channel 
coherence time caused by movement could be considered negligible and to be included into 
estimation of frequency offset of carrier wave realized in the above described processing of 
measured data.

8.3 The processing of real measured data
The last step that remains in evaluation of suitability of proposed equalization approach on 
ADS–B signal  processing  is  the  application  on  real  measured  data.  The  location  of  data 
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Figure 8.17: Example of PDPs for LOS case (upper) and NLOS case (lower), with various  
distance of obstacles relative to line of sight – less (diamonds,green), equal (circle, blue,  

and cross, black).



capture was chosen in the area of university campus to assure the enviroment prone to the 
multipath  propagation.  The  several  sets  of  measurement  were  executed  using  a  software 
receiver  (SDR) as a  recording device.  The SDR  that  was used for  cata  capture was the 
nuand® bladeRF x40 receiver [126] connected to laptop through USB 3.0 interface. The SDR 
receiver  is  capable  of  collect  complex  envelope  samples  in  range  of  carrier  frequencies 
300MHz to 3.8GHz with 12 bit sample resolution and sampling frequency up to 40 Msps. The 
sampling frequency, used during recording, was chosen 20 MHz to prevent USB bus data 
transfer issues.

The  receiver  was  equipped  with  suitable  ADS–B antenna  and  bandpass  filter  Teroz  519 
(parameters  in  Appendix  D)  to  suppress  possible  interference.  The  recorded  data  were 
captured by open source software package gqrx  [127], that stores complex samples in the 
interleaved float32 format.  The records  were captured  with duration of  about  10 seconds 
producing approximately 2 GB of  datafile  each.  To relax  the  memory demand related to 
processing of such data, the file was split to 105 MB chunks representing 0.6554 seconds and 
13107200 complex samples. 

The processing itself was realized in Matlab in two stages, first stage covered algorith for 
ADS–B signal detection as described in Chapter 7.2.4, using for comparison all three types of 
detectors that participated in simulations. The detected presence of ADS–B signal was then 
evaluated by tim eframing to distinguish, whether it is an A/C reply, short Mode S reply or 
long Mode S reply, including ADS–B. The related time tags were then collected and passed to 
the second stage, where the equalization algorithm and decoding were realized. In the end the 
resulting product were decoded hexadecimal values of ADS–B message which was checked 
by CRC according to  [13] for correctness. The results were then compared with third party 
software (Dump1090 [128]) capable to process raw samples of complex envelope applied on 
the same signal.

Since the used SDR is based on concept of direct conversion receiver (i.e. direct conversion to 
baseband without intermediate frequency stage), the recorded signal samples were corrupted 
by  imperfections  of  SDR,  namely  the  DC component  offset  and  inphase  and  quadrature 
unbalance  [129].  The  problem with  DC offset  can  be  solved  by  compensation  feedback 
circuits for the penalty of the distortion of the central frequency on which oscillates a local 
oscillator.  The one possible solution to this problem for spectral analysis is to use a higher 
frequency resolution of the signal when distorted frequency bin is ignored and replaced by the 
interpolated value. In our case the DC component was reduced by using a tuning of the central 
frequency by 1.5 MHz below the ADS–B system 1090 MHz center frequency, the signal was 
averaged to obtain the mean value related to DC component and this value was subtracted 
form the original signal. The result was then in the signal processing shifted by 1.5 MHz 
down to get the low-pass frequency component corresponding to 1090 MHz back to zero 
frequency. The efficient bandwidth of the receiver was by this operation reduced by 3 MHZ 
which still  covers sufficient  bandwidth of ADS–B signal  [9].  The inphase and quadrature 
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unbalance is a problem that can completely destroy the measurement or can bring new effects 
that  are  caused  by  the  receiver  imperfection.  The  sufficient  suppression  of  40  dB  was 
achieved  by  the  receiver  prior  calibration  according  to  the  instructions  provided  by 
manufacturer.

The Figure  8.18 shows a spectrogram of down–converted signal in base band in terms of 
power spectral density for one 0.6554 s chunk of record. There can be seen the ADS–B signal  
at zero frequency and the in-band interference at 2 MHz from center. This interference was 
usually  caused  by  other  radio  systems  in  urban  areas,  although  the  signal  was  for  the 
processing filtered by digital low-pass filter of bandwidth 4 MHz, some in-band interference 
was still present.

The next image (Figure 8.19) shows the application of detectors on the complex envelope of 
the signal. The  colored spikes present the message starts as determined by detectors output. It 
can  be  clearly  seen,  that  classical  integrator  detector  (upper  graph)  provides  many  false 
positives.  Therefore,  the  last  two detectors  (matched  filter  –  middle  graph,  second  order 
correlator – lower graph) were used for further processing.
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Figure 8.18: Spectrogram of single chunk of ADS–B recorded measurement with duration 
0.6554 s



The detected signal was then fine tuned to suppress the remaining frequency offset due to 
ADS–B carrier  frequency tolerance by estimation of  such frequency offset  producing the 
lowest  error  variance  in  On-Off  keying  (OOK)  modulated  PPM  signal.  Moreover,  the 
unknown phase shift of the symbols in the constellation was estimated and compensated to 
produce best possible OOK constellation for symbols decoding. This process is  shown at 
Figure 8.20.
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Figure 8.19: The complex envelope magnitude in time of the recorded signal with outputs of  
detectors (integrator – upper, matched filter – middle, second order correlator – lower). The 
blue signal represents original signal before detectors, the red shows detector outputs (i.e.  

correlation results) , the green suggested detections



Then there is executed the process of symbols decoding together with equalization of the 
complex envelope samples based on replica constructed from 8 μs of ADS–B preamble. The 
equalizer  was  set  according  to  result  obtained  by  simulations  to  lengths  14  to  16  and 
parameter δ to range 4 to 7, the result was optimized according to simultaneously computed 
Jmin value. The signal before and after equalization is shown at Figure  8.21. The last Figure 
8.22 shows the complex envelope and decoded pulses relevant to PPM modulation scheme. 
The decoded PPM symbols are then converted to HEX value of ADS–B message , which 

corresponds to message 8D3C6706EA4288668D3C08B76730HEX, ICAO address 3C6706, 

DF14, TC 29, related to aircraft with registration D-AIXF, Airbus A350-941 (the registration 
and type of aircraft obtained from public database [130]).
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Figure 8.20: The removal of remaining carrier frequency offset and "focusing and steering"  
the OOK constellation
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Figure 8.21: The real (blue) and imaginary (red) part of complex envelope of ADS–B signal  
before (upper picture) and after equalization (lower picture)

Figure 8.22: Complex envelope of ADS–B message with decoded PPM pulses



Since the processing was made on real signal, there is actually no possibility to precisely 
evaluate the performance that is usually made of artificial simulated data. However, It was 
compared the number of detections and decoded messages with the output of the third party 
software performed on the same data record. The five records with average duration of 10 
seconds  each  were  evaluated.  There  was  evaluated  number  of  detections,  number  of 
detections  corresponding  to  Mode  S  messages  (i.e.  correct  detection  based  on  preamble, 
covering both short and long Mode S messages) and number of Mode S messages with correct 
CRC (i.e. decoded without error). The results are summarized in the Table .

The most of the false positives in the detections were replies in mode A/C producing the 
approximately similar pattern as preamble used for correlation. These detections were further 
in processing removed based on the complex envelope energy framing set for duration of 
short  and  long  Mode  S  reply  (comparison  of  relative  levels  in  frames  with  length 
corresponding to duration of A/C, short Mode S or long Mode S replies). Since the number of 
real signal sources naturally vary throughout the records, the precise statistics is an object of 
long term evaluation which was not due to time available for measurement campaign yet 
realized and is planned to continue also in the future. However, from the available results can 
be stated, that combination of proposed detector and equalization produces about 10% more 
of correctly decoded ADS–B messages in comparison to the conventional approach which 
brings a promise for further work in optimization of the solution described in conclusion and 
outlook chapter.
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Table 8.1: Statistics of records of ADS–B signal experimental measurement and  
processing

No. of detections No. of Mode S 
messages

Mode S messages 
with correct CRC

Mode S messages 
detected by third 

party SW

1825 249 117 102

1905 294 126 113

1499 204 110 115

1890 226 111 79

1834 298 102 104



9 Conclusions and Outlook

The described thesis presents a closer view to the area of surveillance of air traffic based on 
the  ADS–B  signal  for  difficult  environment,  typical  by  various  signal  influences,  e.g. 
shadowing or  multipath  propagation.  I  tried  to  cover  main  aspects  of  the  ADS–B signal 
characteristics and the possible application not only as source of information that carries but 
also as a ranging signal for multilateration purposes.

The benefit of the knowledge of the substantial part of the ADS–B signal, either from the 
previous reception with better conditions or by different communication channels (e.g. the 
aircraft  ICAO code  can  be  stated  from the  information  obtained  during  communication), 
brings the use of such signal on par with radar self generated signals or signals of navigation 
systems with predefined format (e.g. GPS). I tried in the thesis to exploit these features for 
ADS–B signal  processing  improvement.  Of  course  not  everything  was  resolved  with  the 
complete success so I would like here to summarize the achievements and also provide a view 
to things that from my point of view deserve a further investigation or research.

The main intent was to investigate possible  methods how to improve the performance of 
ADS–B signal detection and decoding which brought a proposal of the detection based on not 
commonly used second order correlation which provided good performance here strongly 
benefits  from  the  structure  of  the  ADS–B  signal.  The  use  of  such  method  for  general 
communication or ranging signal can however bring different results. The possibility of an 
improvement of the correlation function is limited due to the strict format of the message and 
signal in space definition by aviation standards, however the possible ways were to further 
investigate  the  idea  of  pseudorandom phase  modulation  of  PPM signals  as  suggested  in 
reviewed literature [115]. The realization of the higher order correlation detector by a set of 
matched filters could potentially improve computation demands and this is one the not yet 
investigated tasks that remained.

The achieved detection within one sample interval brings optimistic view to the use of such 
obtained relative time of arrival for multilateration task. The comparison of here calculated 
Cramer-Rao lower bound for TDoA position computation with practical values obtained with 
mechanisms  described  in  this  thesis  is  another  path  to  walk  in.  The  lack  of  properly 
synchronized  system  of  the  stations  at  present  prevented  to  practically  investigate  the 
achievable performance, however, it is in the focus of research activities in nearby future.

The  idea  of  radio  channel  equalization  is  naturally  not  new,  it  was  introduced  for  the 
communications  and  came  to  popular  with  the  evolution  of  the  mobile  communication 
networks operating with higher frequencies, where multipath propagation plays significant 
role of the interference. In the area of air traffic communication and surveillance it was not 
such often applied since the methods for resolution and separation of multipath components 
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were oriented towards use of spatial diversity and array processing techniques, e.g.  [131]. 
The here provided simulations and results applied on the real signal have shown that this 
approch can also bring an improvement on signal decoding performance. The future way can 
be the combination of channel equalization and array processing in MIMO systems that can 
further enhance the performance of these systems, so the results in this thesis could provide 
the  supplementary  background  for  further  activities.  Although  the  approximation  of  the 
channel  by  the  simple  time invariant  model,  or  more  precisely,  with  assumption  of  time 
invariance for duration of the single ADS–B message,  since the equalization algorithm is 
executed for each detected message separately, successfully worked according to the realized 
measurements, I feel that there is still a broad area of extension of such approach to the more 
complex types of the radio channels that could more precisely fit to the airport environment.

The next practically oriented step is the implementation in the hardware that is not dependent 
on  custom  software  packages  (Matlab),  so  the  coding  to  the  binary  executable  and 
implementation  to  the  experimental  software  receiver  similar  to  our  solution  in  adjacent 
projects [6].
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Appendix A – The closed form of solution of 
hyperbolic equation

The simple  closed  form solution  presented  by  [Fang1990]  has  been generalized  here  for 
arbitrary  location  of  receivers.  For  simplicity  reasons,  the 2D position determination was 
chosen for demonstration of the method but it can be expanded to 3D case as well. For our 
case, the positions of the receivers and transmitter are at common plane in 3D with constant z 

coordinate. The transmitter position expressed in (x , y )∈R2  is related to the position on this 

plane.

The range distance between the transmitter u at (xu,yu) and chosen receiver ui at (xi,yi)is

r i=√(xu−xi)
2
+( yu− y i)

2 (A.1)

The difference in range distance between receiver ui and chosen reference receiver uk can be 
expressed as

r ik=ri−rk (A.2)

If we substitute (A.2) into (A.1)  and square both sides of equation, we obtain

r ik
2
+2 r ik rk+rk

2
=xu

2
+ yu

2
+x i

2
+ y i

2
−2 xu x i−2 yu y i (A.3)

that can be further rewritten as

r ik
2
+2 r ik rk=x i

2
+ y i

2
−2 xu xik−2 yu y ik−xk

2
− yk

2 (A.4)

where x ik=x i−xk  and y ik= y i− yk .

If we consider system of M=3 receivers ui (x i , y i)  , uj (x j , y j) , uk (xk , yk )  the (A.4) 

provides set of M−1 equations

2 r ik r k+2 yu y ik=xi
2
+ y i

2
−xk

2
− y k

2
−2xu xik−r ik

2

2 r jk r k+2 yu y jk=x j
2
+ y j

2
−xk

2
− yk

2
−2 xu x jk−r jk

2 (A.5)
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Considering results in form of

yu=g xu+h (A.6)

we obtain from combination of (A.5) and (A.6)

g=
x ik r jk−x jk r ik

y jk rik− y ik r jk

, h=
(xk

2
+ yk

2
)r ji+(x j

2
+ y j

2
)rik−(x i

2
+ y i

2
)r jk+rik

2 r jk−r jk
2 r ik

2( y jk rik− y ik r jk)
(A.7)

We can then substitute (A.6) into the first of equations (A.5) and we get following result in the 
form of quadratic equation for signle unknown parameter xu 

d xu
2
+e xu+ f =0 (A.8)

where

d=1+g2
−

(xik−g yik)
2

r ik
2

e=−2 xk−2g ( yk−h)+
1

rik
2 (g y ik−xik)(x i

2
+ y i

2
−xk

2
− yk

2
−2h y ik−r ik

2
)

f =xk
2
+( yk−h)

2
−

1
4 r ik

2
(xi

2
+ y i

2
−xk

2
− yk

2
−2h y ik−rik

2
)

(A.9)

We can then easily solve this quadratic equation and obtain two values of target (transmitter) 
x coordinate x̂ua  and x̂ub  . The remaining values ŷua  and ŷub  we obtain using (A.6).
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Appendix B – The error parameters for ADS–B 
message start detection simulation

The values of means and standard deviations for errors in detection fo ADS–B signal start in 
scenario 2: channel with multipath.

Impulse response A

(1)      (2)

(3)      (4)

RMS error for all detectors (1) and Mean (solid) and standard deviation (dashed) of error in  
samples for integrator detector (2), matched filter (3) and second order correlator (4) for  

impulse response A in scenario 2
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Impulse response B

(1)      (2)

(3)    (4)

RMS error for all detectors (1) and Mean (solid) and standard deviation (dashed) of error in  
samples for integrator detector (2), matched filter (3) and second order correlator (4) for  

impulse response B in scenario 2
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Impulse response C

(1)      (2)

(3)      (4)

RMS error for all detectors (1) and Mean (solid) and standard deviation (dashed) of error in  
samples for integrator detector (2), matched filter (3) and second order correlator (4) for  

impulse response C in scenario 2
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Appendix C – the combinations of values producing 
minimal BER

The following table shows values of equalizer length and delay producing minimal BER for 
simulations with impulse response (B).

SNR
[dB]

δ
 [number of 

samples]
Equalizer length 

[no of taps]
SNR 
[dB]

δ
 [number of 

samples]
Equalizer length 

[no of taps]
-2 8 20 0.1 4 15

-1.9 7 18 0.2 4 15
-1.8 9 20 0.3 4 15
-1.7 7 18 0.4 3 14
-1.6 9 20 0.5 3 14
-1.5 8 19 0.6 7 17
-1.4 9 20 0.7 8 18
-1.3 8 19 0.8 3 13
-1.2 6 17 0.9 4 14
-1.1 7 18 1 4 14
-1 5 16 1.1 3 13

-0.9 5 16 1.2 7 17
-0.8 7 18 1.3 6 16
-0.7 6 17 1.4 2 12
-0.6 4 15 1.5 3 13
-0.5 6 17 1.6 2 12
-0.4 3 14 1.7 2 12
-0.3 5 16 1.8 1 11
-0.2 3 14 1.9 2 12
-0.1 3 14 2 2 12

0 3 14
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Appendix D –  The characteristics of band pass 
filter Teroz 519
The band pass filter tuned to frequency 1090 Mhz. No possibility of power supply throughput 
for active antenna. Insertion loss: 2 dB.
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